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Letter from the Editors: 
  
Dear Readers,  
  
We started our first year of college during the most unprecedented time in 
recent history. Our transition into the best years of our lives turned into a 
nightmare. Drowning in endless schoolwork with COVID-19 restrictions 
thwarting opportunities to meet new people and explore our first year of 
freedom, life became stressful and lonely. Still, we persevered. We found 
creative ways to spend our time, rebuilding our broken spirits.  
  
As we present this year’s edition, we would like to recognize the students who 
were courageous enough to submit their work to the publication. It was a 
privilege to read each piece produced during the 2020-2021 academic year, as 
unheard voices found amplification. The diversity in interest and opinion 
demonstrates the Bulldog experience throughout this remarkable time. This 
year was alike no other, but you have proved the resilience and determination 
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I greet the ocean around me with open arms. Her water fills my lungs and 
encompasses my body into a shrill, shivering coldness. I close my eyes and try 
not to continue swallowing more and more gulps of saltwater as I feel my 
body sink further and further into Her depths. I can see the sun of daylight 
through my eyelids as I just lie down and accept my fate. I am free falling at a 
forever going pace, and just for a second, I open my eyes, and greet my 
assailant.  
There is a school of fish. Infinitely massive as thousands, no, millions of fish 
swim frantically around me, being careful not to disturb my flesh in its 
descent.  
It’s like I’m staring straight up the spiral of a tornado, and I catch the glimmer 
of the sun that has now gotten so far from where I’ve been falling. I get so 
lost in Her beauty that I almost forget that I’m drowning. But eventually the 
vastness and never-ending complexities of the ocean can no longer oppress 
the deep burning I feel in my lungs; the ache I feel to take a breath.  
No. 
This cannot be how I go. To die and leave my body to be fish food. To never 
see or experience such beauty ever again just for an exchange of blackness 
and peace.  
So, I swim. 
The burning in my chest intensifies every time I move a muscle. And despite 
my eyes being wide open, staring at the surface, willing myself to get there 
quicker, I see the dots in my vision. The fish are now behind me, and I 
desperately continue to claw my way to the top, clawing my way to survival.  
Every single moment of my life has led me to this moment. Every smile, 
every kiss, every bittersweet goodbye, every tear has led me to this exact 
moment where She decides if I live or die. Death will welcome me with a 
peaceful sleep, but life; life will jostle me around, continue to challenge me in 
ways that I feel are unfair and cruel. But such is life, and with every breath I 
promise to cherish it if I could just break the surface and cheat death.  
My fingertips felt it first; the warmth of the sun as it greets me back into life. 
Then my hands, followed by my wrists and arms until finally the top of my 
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head makes it out. And then the one thing I’ve been yearning for ever since I 
jumped finally greets me: sweet, sweet oxygen.  
Sigh.  
That first breath of victory is what it felt like to love myself. 
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The Social Construction of an Illness: When Religion Gets in the Way 
of Health 
 Javraj Singh 
The illness as such does not exist in the standard crude structure as scientists 
and doctors consider it. It is something beyond a deviation from the typical 
bio-physiological or psychological condition of the body. The Social 
Construction of Illness studies how illness is socially developed by inspecting 
how social factors shape our comprehension and actions towards health and 
illness. It investigates the impacts of class, race, sex, language, innovation, 
culture, the political economy, and institutional and professional structures 
and standards in forming the information base which creates our suppositions 
about the pervasiveness, occurrence, treatment, and meaning of the disease 
(Brown P, 1995). As far as constructing the disease experience, culture and 
individual character both assume a huge part. For specific individuals, long-
term sickness can make their reality more modest, prompting a day-to-day 
existence characterized by the disease than by whatever else. Their ailment 
turns into their marker or their central status. For other people, the ailment 
can be an opportunity for revelation, for reconsidering another self. At the 
age of 72, my grandfather died of coronary artery disease. From the medical 
perspective, his disease was a biological condition, universal and unchanging; 
from the social construction point of view, his illness would be defined as the 
social meaning of his condition. This article will uncover the sociological 
pathology and reasons behind his illness and his consistence or resistance to 
clinical regimes.  
From my direct involvement in his illness and considering my 
mom's point of view, I want to investigate the non-biological elements which 
assumed critical parts in the social construction of his illness. I have classified 
this social construction into four stages: social factors, symptomatic 
representation of the disease, interpretation of symptoms, and decision-
making (Senior M, Viveash B, 1998) 
The principal stage starts with some of the social processes (for 
instance, poverty, poor eating routines, etc.) alongside hereditary variables 
that cause individuals to become sick. In my grandpa's illness, his faith in 
Sikhism, the metaphors used through Sikhism, beliefs about family structure, 
and the religious idea around diet were a part of the social construction of his 
disease. The most apparent factor was religion and his convictions. Religion 
assumes a definitive part in South Asia, particularly for Sikh individuals. Like 
the ethnic group of Hmong people, generally, Sikhs do not share the Western 
faith in logical realism, and to (broadly) fluctuating degrees, their decisions are 
made in regard to the beliefs they hold about the relationship between bodies, 
disease, and the heavenly will (Henry RR,1999) 
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Sikhism essentially believes in Karma and illness as a moral issue. 
Therefore, the metaphoric basis of understanding sickness in the Sikh 
Religion would portray a disease as "discipline" or "sentence" for the 
wrongdoings committed. In this way, treatment incorporates prayers and 
contributions to God, satisfying him and requesting "bail."  The metaphor 
"bail" signifies asking God for forgiveness and healing. These metaphors 
connect sickness causes, therapy, and cosmology viewpoints.       
Family structure was another social factor in how my grandfather 
experienced disease. Joint families are extremely predominant in South Asian 
nations. Kids leaving parent's houses is disapproved of by everybody. My 
granddad had seven kids, two of whom had died, and three living 
independently in various urban communities. Perhaps my granddad missed 
his children and felt alone. He was broken when my grandma passed away in 
2004, as she was his most broad help. After her, it was my mom who played 
the part of a caregiver for him. Strains began to emerge when my folks got 
separated. The first separation occurred in my family, yet the saddest part was 
that my granddad lost my mom as his essential source of care (the separation 
caused my mother to move out of the house), which added to his stress.  
Another social factor that made him vulnerable was our financial 
status. We lived in a provincial territory with few clinical assets, particularly an 
absence of primary care doctors. Along these lines, individuals are more 
inclined to disregard symptoms and try not to go to the emergency clinic. 
What is more, the shortfall of a decent eating regimen was a justification for 
the rapid progression of his disease. Since most Sikhs are vegetarians, their 
eating routine incorporates high carbs, high fats, and an insignificant source 
of protein. This sort of diet is the most exceedingly awful for patients in 
danger of coronary disease.  
In addition to social factors, symptomatic expression of disease 
influenced his experience of illness. By this I mean, the sorts of indications 
that may create physical, mental, and social manifestations. At the point when 
his illness began advancing, his symptoms began showing all the more 
frequently. His symptoms can be characterized into two types. His physical 
manifestations included loss of hunger and diminished mobility, albeit this 
might have come about because of his old age. His psychological wellness 
was additionally influenced. He showed mental indications like feeling 
depressed and frequent crying. Seeing his family torn apart, he felt isolated 
and blamed himself for failing to hold the family together.   
The social significance of illness was also apparent in the way the 
meaning of symptoms is understood and interpreted. Sikhs believe that God 
punishes our sins from this life and our previous lives and trying to escape the 
sentence meant that the body would have to take a rebirth on Earth to 
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complete the sentence. Until it is complete, the body will not achieve 
"moksha" or freedom from the cycle of life and death. In Sherine Hamdy and 
Coleman Nye's book, Lissa, when Layla's family is given that her dad needs a 
kidney transplant, they banter over what to do; however, eventually, he rules 
against the transplant (Hamdy S, Nye C, 2017). Their comprehension of their 
agency is inseparably connected to their faith in God. They see their lives as 
outside of their control. Their submission to Allah permits them to 
acknowledge that what they accept is foreordained. My grandpa, too, believed 
using materialistic things, artificial medications, as conflicting with the 
heavenly will. As my mom depicted, she was initially stunned when the whole 
family did not invest much energy into persuading him to get clinical 
assistance. They respected his religious beliefs.  
Stage four investigates the choices individuals make when their 
symptoms are interpreted as a sickness. What do individuals choose to do 
about the 'problem'? In 2015, grandpa had a massive heart attack. He was 
hospitalized for the first time in his life. Surgery was imperative in his case. 
When he regained consciousness, I remember he requested that we take him 
to his Guru. My mom recalls her beseeching him to stay at the hospital, but 
he did not listen. The following day, our whole family, including me, went to 
the gurudwara (a Sikh Temple) to meet the Guru. He revealed to us that we 
ought to be content that my granddad was, at last, going to "Sach Khand," a 
spot past paradise, where individuals who have achieved Moksha (freedom 
from the cycle of "birth and death) go.  
The Guru claimed that the heart attack was a "warning" ("warning" 
utilized a metaphor for symptoms of disease in Sikhism) that his life is 
concluding; he ought to set himself up. Even though my family did not try to 
persuade him for surgery, my mom's consistent pressure to use biomedicine, 
that at long last caused him to have the surgery. He opposed initially, saying 
that he realizes any intervention will not work and that they should not waste 
money on him and spend it on the children's schooling instead. 
Although the surgery was effective, he passed away two months 
after. The fascinating thing that we found after his death was his journal and 
letters in his room. He had anticipated the date of his passing and had written 
in his journal. He had likewise referenced the subtleties, as; there would be 
nobody around him when he dies. His old letters to his Guru, enlightening 
him concerning his otherworldly encounters, were hypnotizing to peruse. 
This is evidence of how critical the social experience of disease is – the 
journals demonstrate my grandfather’s spiritual understanding of his death. 
      We may consider being ill as a condition of physical or mental 
health; however, it is critical to consider the social context in which this 
happens. Illness is a social process and perceiving it as a legitimate social role 
is certainly not an immediate process but involves a few phases, immersed in 




sickness, and demise can be considered 'objective, how society deals with 
illness and demise is a critical component of the social construction of disease 
(Senior M, Viveash B, 1998). The illness can impact people's physical health, 
mood, cognition, environment, economic wellbeing, relationships, and 
recreation. The degree to which an illness affects a person psychosocially 
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Before I recount my experience while reading your book, I want to preface 
this letter with an expression of my gratitude. In many ways, I was content 
with the knowledge that I had gained regarding the black experience in 
America. Over the past few years of continuing the civil rights movement, I 
had listened to many stories and I learned about much of the racism that is 
still a prominent feature of our country. To be completely honest, I had 
grown tired of hearing the pain and trauma associated with these stories and I 
was lessening the extent at which I searched for that information. After 
reading Citizen, I realized that in the years that I had made a conscious effort 
to learn more about the racism plaguing the nation, I had never once been 
able to place myself into the shoes of a black person. Your collection opened 
my eyes once more to the privilege that I hold when I was able to distance 
yourself from racism because it never directly affected me. Citizen is one of 
the most frustrating and uncomfortable pieces of literature that I have had to 
face, but for that I feel that I have come out from it finally being able to get a 
glimpse of how the world is different for people of color when compared to 
my life as a white person. I was unable to distance myself from the words 
written on the page, it was upfront and unapologetically so. 
I read the majority of Citizen in my dorm room, which seems fitting 
considering what the dorm room symbolizes. A dorm room is simultaneously 
the pinnacle of exploring new horizons and the embodiment of your prior 
experiences. The room that is the manifestation of your past and future self-
combining to create who you are in the present. I think my environment had 
an impact on how I read your book, I was able to have thoughtful reflections 
when they were required and I could see how the experiences that I was being 
faced with within the collection were going to make me an overall better 
person. A person who is more able to empathize with the situations that black 
and brown people find themselves in in a country that does not make space 
for them. A person that when armed with more knowledge utilizes it to 
inform others within their community and uplift the voices of the people who 
have been silenced so that they are more widely heard. 
The cover of the collection calls attention towards police brutality in 
the instance of Trayvon Martin and it creates an association with the premise 
of the collection and the racial tensions that have been escalating over the 
past few years. What I find truly disturbing is the idea that I was unable to tell 
when the collection came out, if it had been this past summer with the deaths 
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of Breonna Taylor and George Floyd, or if had come out a few years prior 
when the conversations were just gaining traction. Personally, the cover is 
something that is so symbolic of our country’s current climate. The top of the 
hoodie being ripped off with the strings dangling, seems to represent a noose 
of sorts. This imagery preserves the idea that black people have been 
villainized and brutalized for generations in our country, but the “progress” 
we seem to be making is just in the ways in which black people are killed. 
Instead of mobs performing lynching, police continue to carelessly murder 
black people under the guise of them posing an immediate threat to their 
safety. What’s worse is that the mobs of people who are watching these 
incidents are just as apathetic towards the deaths of black and brown people 
as they were decades ago. The image on the front cover serves as that 
reminder that being a citizen entails caring about your fellow citizens no 
matter the color of their skin. 
Within Citizen, you have managed to create a bubble in which every 
person who reads your poems lives through your footsteps, existing in every 
word that you put on the page. The third section of the collection was one of 
the most apparent of this method of writing and it was for that reason the 
most eye-opening for me to read about. The scenarios utilized in the third 
section made it clear that there is a Catch-22 when you are black, and more 
specifically a black woman. The way that you describe your experiences of 
being blamed for your lack of presence in a workplace while simultaneously 
facing discrimination in a workplace where you are unable to establish your 
presence is agonizing. The burden that having to create a personality to satisfy 
your white peers takes on a person, especially when they are also expected to 
have a personality that reflects their individuality, is emotionally taxing 
through its description, let alone its real world application. 
Your narration and presence within the poems is a valuable piece of 
the collection. As someone who has never experienced racial discrimination, 
your presence within the poem was one of the most grounding and beneficial 
aspects of Citizen. With your guidance in each scenario placing us into the 
conflicting mindset that often results from those situations, it enhances my 
ability to witness things through that new lens.  The third section was one of 
the hardest in the collection to digest simply because of its perceived 
normalcy, and it subsequently felt like the one that I felt like I learned the 
most from. The constant use of questions throughout the third section 
solidifies that realistic feeling that radiates throughout the poems. By 
questioning the people within the scenarios, it strengthens the audience's 
connection to the poems and as a result causes them to also question why 
people act that way. It was the questions you asked that truly shifted my 
perspective towards how not only others act around black people, but also 
how my previous actions might have had an impact on the black people that I 
know.  
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The visuals included throughout the collection were continual 
reminders that the issue of racism stems from the sense of sight. With each 
picture I sought to understand its purpose, but a picture does not need a 
purpose like people do not need reasons to simply exist. Black Angel by Mel 
Chin was my personal favorite inclusion in the collection. The overwhelming 
darkness in the picture that makes it difficult to discern some of the picture’s 
features is seemingly a recognition that you must make an effort to see the 
beauty and the meaning within it, which is something I believe is a root 
problem within our society. It seems to send a message that when we take the 
time to truly understand people we are able to appreciate their existence and 
the beauty that comes from the small details inside of them.  
In one of your interviews, you said that the purpose of titling the 
collection, Citizen, was to represent how, "[i]f you're a white person, there's 
one way of being a citizen in our country; and if you're a brown or a black 
body, there's another way of being a citizen and that way is very close to 
death (npr.org)." This dichotomy is portrayed throughout Citizen, in such a 
way where it becomes obvious that the experiences being recounted are part 
of a different United States than the one that I live in. The expectation to live 
up to the standards that white people hold over marginalized groups to avoid 
falling into predetermined archetypes, while also being expected to be an 
individual that does not rely on the acceptance of white people is a draining 
reality that I never understood. I would like to conclude by simply saying 
thank you. Your words share a wisdom that I will carry with me forever and 
for that I am grateful that you shared them with me. 
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Representation Matters 
Cori H. Robinson 
So, let’s break this down. “Studies show that gender identity actually develops 
quite young – before kids begin school, around the age of 3-5 years old” 
(Mayo Clinic). Many people often think that kids are too young to be able to 
choose their gender identity when really, a child can start to form their 
perception of their gender before they enter preschool. Societal pressures 
such as color classification, and gendered toy and clothes marketing puts 
more pressure on children to conform to a specific gender early on in their 
life. Having discussions with one’s child early in their life about LGBTQ+ 
representation will help to grow our society into a more accepting 
community. The past shapes the present, which builds the future of the 
feminist movement. Having an open mind about LGBTQ+ representation is 
the first step in recognizing the importance of their inclusion in the feminist 
movement. Inclusivity will guide our society towards better representation of 
its members as well as a more accepting and loving community.  
The first wave of the feminist movement first started in 1848 and 
lasted until about 1960. It mostly focused on voting rights, educational rights, 
property rights, temperance, and abolition. The most notable event from the 
first wave feminist movement is the passing of the 19th amendment in 1920 
which allowed for women to be able to vote. The gender binary, gender 
expression, and gender identity were all terms that were not yet introduced in 
the first wave of the feminist movement. Specifically, lesbians in the first 
wave were not recognized or talked about. If lesbians were not recognized in 
the first wave, imagine what it must have been like to be a trans person during 
the first wave. There have always been queer people throughout our history, 
but they were never talked about because they were seen as different from 
what society thought a normal person should be like. One of the main ways 
that trans folk could express their gender identity back in the 19th century was 
by cross-dressing. Crossdressing was even introduced during the 1920s in the 
first-wave feminist movement for feminists such as Amelia Bloomer who 
advocated for women to stray from traditional long dresses and skirts to more 
pants-like outfits. However, it is and was not easy back then for trans people 
to quietly transition without anyone noticing even more so than it is in the 
present time. According to Transgender History, The Roots of Today’s Revolution, 
“The colony of Massachusetts first passed laws against cross-dressing in the 
1690s” (Stryker 46). Heteronormativity was not defined during this period; 
however, it was prevalent. The assumption that heterosexuality is the norm 
makes all other sexualities seem lesser than or “different” compared to the 
“normal” assumption that everyone should be heterosexual. Additionally, 
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during the first wave, there was an issue with homophobia and xenophobia. 
White supremacists would consider homosexuals as well as people of 
color to be impure. “White supremacy imported homophobia into the civil 
rights movement, specifically using gay-baiting tactics to discredit the 
movement and generate white supremacist fears of sexual and therefore racial 
impurity” (Enke 548). The intersection of race, ethnicity, and sexuality was 
used interchangeably during the first wave by white heterosexual men to 
promote discrimination amongst a community that was seen as “different”. 
Heterosexuality was privileged over any other form of sexuality during the 
first-wave feminist movement and is still privileged today during the third-
wave feminist movement.  
After the many hardships of the first wave, the second wave feminist 
movement focused on including women of color and liberating women from 
their traditional ways of life such as staying at home to take care of their 
families. The second wave focused on social and political equality as well. The 
term patriarchy was used more frequently from the 1960s to the 1980s. The 
term was introduced as a way of organizing a society that privileges men over 
women. This especially proved difficult for people who were a part of the 
LGBTQ+ community. When popular feminists like Betty Friedan were 
publishing feminist works that are homophobic, it made it more difficult for 
queer people to want to be included in the feminist movement as a whole. 
For example, “Most particularly, she “uncritically embraced Freud and other 
homophobic discourses,” and she “never assumed other than that childcare 
was primarily a mother’s responsibility” (Levine 42).  
Given how famous The Feminine Mystique was, one can understand 
why queer people were angrier during the second wave. Contrary to the many 
disappointments of this movement, there were also many victories. The Equal 
Pay Act of 1963 and the reproductive freedom provided by the Roe v. Wade 
case paved the way for a more equal society. Gloria Steinem (among other 
powerful women as well) was one of the most influential activists of the 
second-wave feminist movement. Unlike other white cisgender activists, 
Steinem advocated for the rights of LGBTQ+ people as well as women of 
color. She understood that people who were a part of the queer community 
needed to be included in the feminist movement for it to progress. An event 
that was especially beneficial to LGBTQ+ inclusion in the feminist 
movement was the uprising at Stonewall Inn in New York. Stonewall was 
essentially a haven for people part of the queer community to go dance, drink, 
and have fun without fear of judgment. It was often raided by police who 
arrested people for not wearing the “correct” attire. One night that started 
one of the most important movements during the second wave was the night 
that the queer community fought back. According to one person from that 
night, “One young gay Puerto Rican went fearlessly up to a policeman and 
yelled in his face, "What you got against faggots?! We don't do you nuthin'!" 
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Another teenager started kicking at a cop, frequently missing as the cop held 
him at arm's length. One queen mashed an officer with her heel, knocked him 
down, grabbed his handcuff keys, freed herself, and passed the keys to 
another queen behind her” (Duberman, Kopkind 14). The Stonewall Inn riots 
became a catalyst for a new generation of political and social activism. Marsha 
P. Johnson was one of the most influential figures of the gay liberation
portion of the second-wave feminist movement. After the night of the riot,
Johnson and another transwoman named Sylvia Rivera started the Street
Transvestite Action Revolutionaries (STAR) group. This organization helped
to keep young trans kids off the streets and out of jail. Additionally, the two
trans women who started the group worked to provide housing for young
trans and queer children and helped to provide education that had been
interrupted by discrimination. People and organizations created during the
second-wave feminist movement helped to shape the way we as a society
include and represent individuals who are a part of the LGBTQ+ community.
From the 1980s to the current 2000s the third-wave feminist 
movement has been taking action to combat further gender stereotypes. So 
far, it has focused on placing an emphasis on intersectionality and not 
rejecting traditional expressions of “femininity”. Gender resistance feminisms 
have also come into play during the third wave. Liberal, Marxist, and social 
feminisms were ideas that shaped feminist theory. Intersectionality has been a 
term that has been frequently used when discussing third-wave feminist 
values. It can be defined as an intersection of different oppressions that work 
together to produce injustice. For example, a queer black woman is 
statistically more oppressed than a cisgender white woman. Oppression is not 
singular. Systems of oppression are encoded in laws, policies, and media that 
affect our lives. On the other hand, socioeconomic status and class affect 
oppression as well. Different people who have different socioeconomic 
statuses benefit from certain types of privilege. It is all dependent on how we 
use our privilege to be accomplices towards marginalized groups. For 
example, people who identify as cisgender could use their privilege to 
advocate for people who are part of the queer community. A recent event 
that helped promote further liberation of people part of the LGBTQ+ 
community was the Supreme Court ruling of legal same-sex marriage. Until 
this law was passed my uncles had to wait 10 years before they could legally 
marry. To me, that seems like an absurd amount of time to wait to marry your 
best friend when straight people have been able to do so freely for hundreds 
of years. According to Men Explain Things to Me, “gay men and lesbians have 
already opened up the question of what qualities and roles are male and 
female in ways that can be liberating for straight people. When they marry, 
the meaning of marriage is likewise opened up” (Solnit 58). People who are 
homophobic do not support gay marriage mainly because they believe it to be 
untraditional, and that one of the main purposes of marriage is to have 
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children. Cisnormativity is something that is not representative of the third 
wave, and we as a community need to recognize that. The term can be 
described as thinking that being cisgender is the only “right” way of 
expressing gender identity and prioritizes this over any other gender 
expression. These societal norms are becoming less and less progressive as 
society becomes more liberal; however, these norms are still second nature to 
us as they are still presented in the media, social beliefs, and politics.  
The most important step we can take to include LGBTQ+ 
representation in our lives is to educate others on the importance of 
inclusivity. Recently, some high schools have started to implement queer 
history around the country, but why stop there? There should be queer 
representation in elementary education as well. My theory is if we as a society 
can start to slowly implement queer history in early education, there will be 
more opportunities to include LGBTQ+ people in our society with the next 
generations to come. One state that has been making large strides towards 
inclusivity is California. There is a summer camp that is specifically designed 
to be a safe space for transgender kids. “In fact, being transgender is so 
unremarkable here, when I asked Gracie what makes it “special," she 
shrugged and said: “You get to do fun stuff" (Brooks). Having a place where 
there is no judgment or discrimination is likely to improve the mental health 
of transgender youth. Having the ability to feel included and valued in 
friendships can also help LGBTQ+ youth practice better social skills needed 
later in life for making important career connections. As important as it is to 
include queer history in our children’s lives, it is even more important to 
educate the youth on what it means to be a part of the LGBTQ+ community. 
According to Teaching LGBTQ History and Heritage, studies have shown that 
“any mention of LGBTQ people or issues in the curriculum increased student 
safety and improved the climate for students” (Rupp, Crawford-Lackey).  
One of the main reasons why we should teach LGBTQ+ history is 
that it promotes an atmosphere that is free from bullying, harassment, and 
discrimination against youth who are part of the queer community. It is 
important to show how sexualities and genders differ across the world and in 
different countries, traditions, and cultures. Even music can help educate 
others on what it means to be a part of the LGBTQ+ community. For 
example, one of the first albums that introduced the idea of inclusivity in its 
music had a song called Free to Be. . . You and Me. “It provided an affirming 
narrative to boys who did not conform to dominant, heteronormative 
standards of masculinity” (Rotskoff 277). Intersectionality plays a vital role in 
shaping our world’s history and its future. Reforming the school curriculum 
to not only add but transform the ideas and actions that were a part of queer 
history will promote better welfare for everyone. 
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Pushing Past a Laugh 
Maura Donnelly   
Comedy has the ability to connect people through laughter, but oftentimes 
jokes can be taken too far and offend others without meaning to. What 
people find funny is subjective and dependent on personal experiences, so 
there is a large gray area for appropriate jokes to make and certain topics 
cross a line. As a comedian, this isn't easy to navigate. This struggle with 
balance is not a new idea, and many comedians have utilized their platforms 
to experiment with these boundaries. Charlie Chaplin and Hannah Gadsby 
have expanded the purpose of their pieces to challenge their audiences and 
attempt to incite change through comedy. Chaplin and Gadsby use humor to 
highlight injustices in society, allowing those facing mistreatment to feel less 
alone. In their efforts to connect with the marginalized members of society, 
Chaplin struggles to balance comedy and seriousness, while Gadsby has 
developed and perfected her ability to make jokes without invalidating others' 
experiences.   
Chaplin draws from his own experiences with poverty growing up to 
accurately depict, in Modern Times, how hard it was for working-class men at 
the time. However, because Chaplin was insanely wealthy at the time, his 
efforts to relate to the lower class can come across as ingenuine. Author of 
"New World Poor through an Old-World Lens: Charlie Chaplin's 
Engagement with Poverty," Barbara Korte writes, "Chaplin's representation 
of class troubles are grounded…in personal experience. His rise from poverty 
during his South London youth, to great wealth and celebrity in America, is 
often rendered as a classical rags-to-riches story" (127). Chaplin worked in a 
workhouse from a young age, but after his mother got sick, he was sent to 
boarding school for orphans. There he experienced hunger and physical 
mistreatment (notablebiographies.com). After touring music halls, he came to 
the states with the Fred Karno company in 1910. Shortly after, he began 
appearing in films and eventually built his own studio and signed a million-
dollar contract. Modern Times was one of Chaplin's later movies released in 
1936, just after the Great Depression. While Chaplin's roots allow him to 
sympathize with lower-class status, Chaplin himself was a millionaire 
(history.com). Even though he experienced many hardships at a young age his 
success inhibited him from fully understanding life as a member of the poor 
working class in the 30s.  Although he demonstrates in Modern Times the 
struggles of working-class men, he is one of the minorities that remained 
financially stable during the Great Depression.   
Modern Times attempts to highlight faults in an unjust system but falls 
flat because Chaplin's humor revolves around the factory worker's mental and 
physical abuse rather than criticizing those in power. Chaplin's message is 
restricted as he challenges big industries from a position of comfort because 
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he does not have to deal with the hardships he presents in his film. Mark 
Winokur author of "Modern Times and the Comedy of Transformation," states, 
"the theme of Modern Times…can be restated more mechanically as the use of 
the individual for something other than what he intended" (220). Chaplin uses 
physical comedy with the Tramp to communicate factory workers are 
overworked, put in danger in factories, and experience job instability. In 
Modern Times, the Tramp's job in the assembly line is to tighten bolts, and 
because he is forced to work at such a fast pace with no breaks, the hand 
movement becomes a nervous twitch. The movement has been ingrained in 
him, and it becomes part of his muscle memory, inhibiting him from picking 
up soup without spilling it all over himself (9:14). The Tramp cannot keep up 
with the assembly line's face-paced nature, and he ends up going through the 
machine trying to keep up, which sets off a nervous breakdown. This is a 
comedic scene because the workers chase the Tramp around the factory, and 
the Tramp turns the machines on to distract them because the workers are 
controlled by the assembly line (18:19). By using the Tramp as the focal point 
for his jokes, audiences watch Modern Times and laugh at the factory worker, 
which invalidates working classmen's experiences. This does factory workers a 
disservice because instead of gaining support for more rights, their abuse is 
not taken seriously as it has been turned into an exaggerated joke. While 
Champlin's humiliation and dehumanization of the Tramp was meant to 
criticize industrialization and big bosses, Chaplin doesn't fully utilize his 
platform and position of power to take a stance. Instead, he indirectly attacks 
rich factory owners who take advantage of the working class by humiliating 
the factory worker, which does not send as powerful a message.  
Chaplin attempts to balance comedy and trauma by thoughtfully 
presenting the Gamin's story, but he quickly diffuses the tension so that his 
audience remains comfortable and in good spirits. When Chaplin shows the 
Gamin sobbing, running to her father, who has been shot and lying in the 
road, the music changes. The next scene depicts the orphans being taken by 
the police, and the Gamin runs away (29:49). It is clear to audiences that these 
scenes are not meant to be funny. Chaplin wants his audience to sympathize 
with the orphans because he can personally relate to being in that situation. 
However, the tone does not stay sad for long as the next scene goes back to 
the Tramp in jail, and the storyline never comes back to the orphans. 
Audiences are not given the opportunity to dwell on the pain in this scene, 
inhibiting them from empathizing with the characters. Thus, the film does not 
present audiences with a true perspective of how hard life in the 30s was for 
the poor working class. Chaplin avoids dwelling in the tension for fear of 
losing his audience. Chaplin lacks the ability to balance his use of slapstick 
and his desire to tie in serious issues that were a reality for many during the 
30s. This could be because he did not want to stray too far outside the 




Since Modern Times' release in 1936, the comedy genre has expanded 
significantly, giving way for comedians like Hannah Gadsby to include 
meaningful topics, challenging their audiences to do more than laugh at their 
performances. Unlike Chaplin, Gadsby creates tension in her performance 
and purposefully makes her audience uncomfortable. Author of "Beyond a 
Joke," Robin Ince, uses Gadsby as an example of a comedian whose act 
affects you longer than the night you hear it. He argues, "sometimes it is 
worth sacrificing the laughs per second rate if you are hitting a nerve instead" 
(38). Gadsby uses Nanette as a turning point for how she balances jokes and 
trauma. Gadsby sacrifices her audiences' comfort to make her point and 
assure others who share similar experiences that they are not alone and are 
heard and understood. Towards the end of her show, Gadsby follows up a 
joke she told earlier of a guy almost beating her up for hitting on his girlfriend 
but reveals the darker truth that the man beat her up and no one stepped in to 
stop him. She lets her audience wrestle with this tension and sit with the 
heaviness of her story. She tells them, "This tension is what not-normals carry 
inside them all of the time because it is dangerous to be different" (1:00:08). 
Gadsby has carried the truth of her story with her for so long, only revealing 
the censored version, and by finally letting her audience in, she hopes they 
can understand what the gay community has to deal with. While sharing such 
intimate details may seem extreme, Gadsby used Nanette to experiment with 
her balance of humor and trauma, and her audiences were receptive to her 
technique. Through passing her tension and anger on to her audience, 
Gadsby challenges them to fight societal norms and connects with those who 
have suffered similar injustices.   
Chaplin chooses to end his film on a happy note, but in doing so, he 
reveals his privilege. In contrast, Gadsby vulnerably reveals her pain with her 
audience and ends Nanette with tangible tension in the air to communicate her 
message. Modern Times ends with the Tramp and the Gamine running away, 
and the final shot shows them walking off into the horizon (1:27:20). His 
intentions with this ending were to give a message of hope and reassurance 
that the individual's value is not based on their place in an unjust system. 
However, the ending depicts an unrealistic solution for members of the 
working class in the 30s. In reality, factory workers could not just quit their 
job and run away. Success was very much based on work as times were hard 
and making money was necessary, so for Chaplin, who is wealthy and has a 
job he likes, this ending is insensitive. Gadsby takes the opposite approach to 
her ending. She does not end her performance on a feel-good note. Instead, 
she is brutally honest with her audience. Robin Ince writes, “…the reward is 
when someone is affected by your act when it has been useful as well as 
funny" (36). This is something that Gadsby does better than Chaplin. Gadsby 
pours her heart out to her audience, and she chokes up explaining how the 




and because of her experiences, she will never really be okay. In her final 
message to her audience, she asks them, "just please help me take care of my 
story" (1:07:27). She does not strive for the ideal happy ending because, in 
reality, her life is not full of laughter and happiness, which is true for many 
struggling with their sexuality. Gadsby's message is more impactful than 
Chaplin's because of its raw emotion and honesty, which audiences can 
appreciate, connect with, and learn from.   
Although Gadsby takes a different approach in Douglas by ending her 
performance on a laugh, unlike in Modern Times, the stories she tells are not 
brushed to the side by the illusion of a happy ending. Hannah Gadsby uses 
Douglas to continue to discuss stereotypes in society, this time focusing on her 
experience as someone who is on the spectrum. Since most of her audience is 
familiar with Nanette, Gadsby starts Douglas by walking audiences through an 
outline of her performance. When revealing how she will end the show, she 
says, “I will drop the mic. Except I won’t drop the mic because…I have 
autism and I find loud noises quite distressing” (12:13). After her lecture on 
the oversexualizing of women in art, she ends by comparing a baby in a 
painting to the comedian Louis CK. Louis CK is a comedian whose jokes 
often marginalize the disabled and those in minority groups, specifically those 
of the LGBT community. Then, as the crowd erupts, Gadsby sets her mic on 
the ground and walks offstage. She has spent her whole performance 
emphasizing that there should be a place for the marginalized in comedy and 
this joke further pushes her point that comedy should not punch down and 
further oppress those groups. Modern Time’s ending shows that even through 
all the injustices the Tramp suffered, he got a happy ending, leaving the 
audience with a sense of relief that the issues discussed had been resolved 
somehow. Gadsby does the opposite. Her final joke proves to her audience 
that there are still comedians and people in society like Louis CK that benefit 
from laughing at the pain of others and reinforces that our work is not done 
to make the marginalized feel welcome in society. While her dig at Louis CK 
and her planned mic drop is a hilarious way to end her act, they also tie her 
act together and help her to effectively show how she is taking back comedy 
and changing the narrative. Gadsby punches up at the privileged, who for so 
long have made jokes out of the disability and LGBTQ communities and 
validates the experiences of people who identify as members of these 
communities. 
In Nanette, Gadsby directly attacks the issues she has with traditional 
comedy and exposes the homophobia and misogyny ingrained in society 
without holding anything back. Gadsby upsets the equilibrium by abruptly 
transitioning between lighthearted humor and intense pain and trauma, 
potentially overwhelming her audience. Gadsby uses Nanette to candidly tell 
her story without overly joking in hopes of making members of the gay 




She has coped with her shame and hatred of herself through jokes, but she is 
done with self-deprecating humor and censoring her content to make her 
audience more comfortable. She tells her audience, "...do you understand 
what self-deprecation means when it comes from somebody who already 
exists in the margins? It's not humility. It's humiliation" (18:07). Instead of 
making jokes that further marginalize members of the gay community, she 
focuses on attacking those in power. She rants about how art has been used 
to oversexualize women and argues that Picasso had a mental illness, "is 
misogyny a mental illness? Yeah. Yeah, it is! Especially if you're a heterosexual 
man" (52:10). She makes sly jabs at straight white men throughout her show, 
and at this point in her show, a switch flips and reveals a harsher side to her 
set. This anger at society is a key difference between Chaplin and Gadsby. 
Unlike Chaplin, Gadsby is not afraid to attack and critique those in power 
directly because she is a marginalized community member and experiences 
injustices in her daily life. However, her message can come across as overly 
aggressive, and those in the audience who are members of the group she is 
attacking can get defensive. Gadsby has not worked out a balance in Nanette, 
so she blindsides her audience with her transition between jokes and trauma, 
which can anger those in the audience who feel called out and cause them to 
tune out what she has to say.   
In Douglas, Gadsby dives into intersectionality and proves that she 
has transformed her comedy by aiming her jokes at ignorant people she has 
encountered. To start the show, she gives a preview of what she is going to 
talk about, and she mentions that she is going to reveal that she has autism. 
She warns her audience she will start a bit unlikable because, "this show is 
about autism. And people with autism rarely make a good first impression. 
And most people tend to write us off because of that" (14:18). Her purpose 
of writing Douglas is to make room for the minority in comedy without 
laughing at them. She is careful in her jokes not to invalidate others' 
experiences and gives audiences an uncensored idea of what it is like to be 
autistic and exist in society. Gadsby perfectly balances comedy and her 
message by telling stories where she has faced prejudice or hatred. Instead of 
using self-deprecation to retort, she makes fun of the person who mistreated 
her. Douglas sends a more impactful message because, unlike in Nanette, 
Gadsby sprinkles these lighthearted jokes into stories that highlight society's 
issues throughout her performance. In response to her haters who have 
messaged her to tell her they have never heard of her, she tells her audience 
she is worried for them, "if new things are so painful… that's a learning 
difficulty. Imagine school for someone like that. Long division. (yells) I've 
never fucking heard of it!" (47:22). While this joke is hilarious, her reason for 
telling it is to highlight how ridiculous it is that people cannot accept people 
who are different from them and try to understand things from their 




to encourage her audience to be more open-minded and educate them on 
what normal looks like for those who are not neurotypical. Douglas is proof 
that comedy can go beyond jokes and send a deeper message without further 
marginalizing those who don't fit in society.   
Chaplin and Gadsby are both comedians who challenged the 
expectations at the time for comedies and pushed for their pieces to have a 
real impact on their audiences. Both used their platforms to draw attention to 
issues in society. However, Chaplin had more to lose, and at the time he 
released Modern Times, he had less in common with the working-class men he 
was fighting for. His disconnect from the lower-class experiencing 
mistreatment working in the factories is obvious in how he directed the 
humor in Modern Times. Instead of punching up at the big bosses, Chaplin 
indirectly draws attention to the time's injustices through the comedic 
misfortunes and abuses the Tramp endures. By turning the Tramp's 
exhaustion and mental breakdown into a joke, Chaplin invalidates working 
classmen's experiences at the time. Gadsby is more skilled than Chaplin at 
making jokes without putting down those already underrepresented in society 
or experiencing injustices. She is intentional in directing her laughs at 
privileged individuals in her stories who have mistreated her. Unlike Chaplin, 
Gadsby is unafraid to make her audience uncomfortable by openly discussing 
the trauma she has been through. In Nanette, Gadsby states that she needs to 
stray from comedy that censors and invalidates her experience, and in Douglas, 
she proves that she has found the balance between humor and pain. Comedy 
does not have to be at the expense of those who are different. Jokes and 
stories can open our eyes to others' experiences and perspectives, allowing us 
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The Effects of the Ashley Treatment on Society and the Individual 
Bailey R.M. Sims 
Throughout history there have been many examples of the medical model of 
disability in everyday life. These cases are usually faced with backlash, 
especially from the disability community. This was the case with the Ashley 
Treatment. The Ashley Treatment combined a series of medical surgeries and 
procedures with an end goal of realigning Ashley’s cognitive mind with her 
physical body. This treatment is the embodiment of the medical model of 
disability. It uses medical intervention to cure Ashley and rid her of her 
disability. Although the Ashley Treatment was performed out of love for 
Ashley and wanting to give her the best life possible, there are many negative 
sides to the procedure. The Ashley Treatment promotes the privatization of 
health care cases, stripped Ashley of her biological femaleness, and falsely 
claimed to improve Ashley’s quality of life.  
Shortly after her birth, Ashley was “diagnosed with ‘static 
encephalopathy’” which caused her mental development to stay “at that of an 
infant” (Kafer 282). Due to this condition, Ashley did not have the strength 
to hold her head or body up without support, and she was unable to 
communicate effectively (Shannon 175). Worried about Ashley’s future, her 
parents and doctors developed a treatment using estrogen and different 
surgeries to stall her growth and puberty transformations. “Together they 
crafted a two-pronged plan: ‘attenuate’ Ashley’s growth by starting her on a 
high-dose estrogen regimen; and, prior to the estrogen treatment, remove 
Ashley’s uterus and breast buds in order ‘to reduce the complications of 
puberty’ and mitigate potential side effects of the estrogen treatment” (Kafer 
283). With love in their hearts and good intentions the parents decided to go 
through with the procedure. However, when news of this new treatment was 
released, the Ashley Treatment was faced with much controversy.   
To see the positives of the Ashley Treatment one must look at the 
different health benefits the procedures caused and view the decision-making 
process from the parents’ perspective. The removal of Ashley’s uterus had 
many additional health benefits. The hysterectomy allowed “the high dose 
estrogen therapy to be administered without progesterone,” it “avoids future 
hormone therapy to control menses, and “a hysterectomy removes the cervix 
alleviating the need to do routine PAP smears for health maintenance” 
(Shannon 176). The mastectomy Ashley received helped to “eliminate the 
possibility of breast cancer or fibrocystic growth, two conditions present in 
the family” (Kafer 287). Also, if Ashley’s breast were to develop to their full 
size, she would most likely experience discomfort and skin irritation and 
breakdown when using a chest strap to support herself (Shannon 176). 
Although these medical and health benefits were very persuasive in choosing 
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to go through with the treatment, they were not the main reasons for the 
parents’ decision. 
Due to Ashley’s condition, her parents feared that without the 
treatment Ashley would become too big and “cumbersome” for them to 
continue to take care of her, forcing them to place her in the care of a 
stranger or have to institutionalize her (Kafer 283). One of the main reasons 
why Ashley’s parents went through with the treatment was because they 
wanted to find a way to slow and stop “Ashley’s development so that they 
might continue to lift and carry her without difficulty” (Kafer 287). This goal 
was achieved through the estrogen regimen that Ashley was put on. This 
process kept Ashley at a small size, making it easier for her parents to take 
care of her and move her around when needed. Due to this treatment, Ashley 
is now able to be cared for at home by her parents, siblings, and even 
grandparents, and she is able to “be moved around the home to hear and 
watch family activities” (Shannon 177). Also, Ashley’s parents were able to 
share their experiences and knowledge about the treatment through the 
creation of their blog. Through their blog they displayed “the Treatment as 
effective, morally permissible, and ethically appropriate for others” (Kafer 
291). This allowed other parents to find comfort in knowing that there was 
something they could do to help their own children. This shows that the 
Ashley Treatment did not only have a positive effect on Ashley’s family, but 
many others that were able to gain access to similar treatments for their 
children. However, the Ashley Treatment still faced much backlash from 
many people, including the disabled community. 
One of the main drawbacks of the Ashley Treatment is that it 
promotes privatizing health care. As described above, one main factor in 
proceeding with the Ashley Treatment was to keep Ashley small enough for 
her parents and family to always be able to take care of her. In doing this, the 
family removed the need for an outside trained caregiver. The parents and 
doctors also viewed the treatment as a way to keep young children with 
disabilities out of institutions and other care facilities, which in turn 
“require[ed] and justify[ed] bold new approaches such as growth attenuation” 
(Kafer 292). By promoting the Ashley Treatment through the blog and 
medical journals, it comes off like “the only care worth supporting is that 
provided by relatives, inadvertently demonizing and pathologizing the use of 
paid attendants” (Kafer 295). However, “seeing attendant care as something 
best provided by a family member too easily perpetuates the idea that 
disability is a private problem concerning the family that has no place in the 
public sphere” (Kafer 295-296). This creates many problems within the 
disability community as they continue to fight for equality, accessibility, and 
more governmental support. Although the Ashley Treatment had negative 
effects on the general community, it also negatively affected Ashley as an 
individual.  
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The removal of Ashley’s uterus and breast buds through the 
treatment stripped Ashley of her biological femaleness. One of the 
assumptions that persuaded the parents to go through with the treatment was 
that Ashley would never be able to carry and give birth to any children, which 
meant that she did not really need her uterus (Savage 176). However, many 
viewed this procedure as forced sterilization. The Washington Protection and 
Advocacy System examined Ashley’s treatment and found that the 
sterilization of the treatment was “‘a violation of Ashley’s constitutional and 
common law rights’” (Kafer 284). However, Ashley’s parents and doctors 
claimed that the sterilization, mastectomy, and hysterectomy were all 
byproducts of the overall goal of the treatment, making them legal and ethical 
(Kafer 285). Another justification for removing Ashley’s uterus and breast 
buds it that their removal could prevent Ashley from being sexually assaulted 
and sexualized by others. However, this is not the case because “a 
hysterectomy will protect against pregnancy but not molestation, rape, or 
sexually transmitted diseases” (Savage 176). Also, removing Ashley’s breast 
buds does not protect her from “sexual assault or abuse, and many would 
argue that such assault is more the result of a desire for power and control 
than of sexualization” (Kafer 298). By removing Ashley’s uterus and breast 
buds based off these assumptions the parents and doctors falsely stripped her 
of her biological femaleness at a young age. However, it was not just Ashley’s 
biological femaleness that was taken from her.  
Another major reason why Ashley’s parents and doctors proceeded 
with the treatment was because they believed it would improve Ashley’s 
quality of life. However, there is no way to tell if Ashley’s quality of life 
improved because her mental development stopped at that of an infant, so 
she could never truly communicate with her parents or doctors. Nevertheless, 
her parents have claimed that they could sense confusion and boredom from 
Ashley, as well as her music sense (Kafer 296-297). Due to these examples of 
emotion, Ashley could have developed ways of communication if given the 
time to develop them. With advances in technology and the medical field, it is 
highly possible that Ashley could have one day developed a form of 
communication (Kafer 297). However, now that she has undergone the 
treatment no one may ever know if her quality of life has improved or 
worsened. Ashley’s parents and doctors were also concerned about the 
separation of Ashley’s cognitive and physical development. Both Ashley’s 
parents and doctors claimed that the developmental gap between her body 
and mind needed to be corrected, and the way to do this was through the 
Ashley Treatment (Kafer 288). Due to the treatment, Ashley’s parents 
perceive her as a baby and have even coined the term “Pillow Angel” for her 
to perpetually link the idea and image of an infant to Ashley (Kafer 289). 
Bioethicist Dr. Norma Fost even said that “having her size be more 
appropriate to her developmental level will make her less of a freak” (Kafer 
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289). However, through the treatment, Ashley was thrown into “crip time” 
(Samuels 189), trapped in a body that will never change even as she grows 
older. “Crip time” is defined as not forcing people with disabilities to live by 
the “normal” clock, but instead bending time to fit with the lives of people 
with disabilities (Samuels 189). By keeping Ashely from growing and 
developing, her parents bent the clock of normality to fit her disability. She 
was forced into medical intervention because it was seen as the only thing 
that could keep her from falling further out of time with her own self.  
Due to all the negative sides of the treatment, it is clear to see that 
even though the parents acted out of love for their daughter, the Ashley 
Treatment was not the best solution for their situation.  The Ashley 
Treatment promoted the privatization of health care cases, stripped Ashley of 
her biological femaleness, and claimed to improve Ashley’s quality of life. 
This case shows how the medical model of disability is still active today. No 
matter how much the disability community works to remove themselves from 
the medical model of disability, cases like these remain, mitigating all the 
disability community’s efforts.  
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The Red Flower 
Benjamins E. Abermanis 
A lonesome hill 
stands idly among 
the surrounding wood. 
The slender neighbors 
tower and gaze upon the bald scar 
that made its home on the crest.  
I look at the short yet 
excited branches of the flower: 
and guess at primordial origins. 
Is this flower organic? 
The flower is here, why? 
The life is derived from prior 
and simply organic specimen. 
Or is it simply from the life 
within the specimen itself? 
I sit, comfortably as I absorb 
the yield that this flower so 
selflessly provides. 
The life slowly fades. 
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The Crowded Room 
Kaylee G. Simmons 
It’s nice to sit in the waiting room 
For my appointment with Dr. Brown. 
To my left, little Susie is playing with the toy train,  
Obviously coughing and sneezing all over the place. 
And to my right, an elderly man is sitting beside his wife, 
Trying to comfort her, as she looks extremely ill. 
As I look all around me, there are people everywhere 
In this waiting room. Even though it is December, 
I am starting to feel extremely hot, 
But I ignore it and keep reading my People magazine.  
Little Susie gets called back by the nurse  
As a pregnant woman takes her spot.  
As one goes, one comes. 
A little boy is running around the waiting room 
Looking at the fish in the tank and pretending to be a plane. 
The receptionist is arguing about insurance 
To a single mom with four kids. 
I notice the elderly couple to my right; 
The man is no longer comforting her 
As they both take their coats off.  
Why is it so hot in this waiting room? 
Why am I sweating in the middle of December? 
They call this idea thermodynamics. 
This crowded room obeys 
The first and second law. 
The first law is that energy cannot be created or destroyed; 
It can only be transferred. 
The second law is that entropy of the universe 
will only increase, never decrease.  
Why do I love to think about things that 
Are so hard to wrap my head around? 
As I sit in my soft, comfy waiting room chair 
I watch the little boy acting like an airplane. 
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Him running around seemingly increasing 
And increasing and increasing his body temperature. 
The room is getting hotter and hotter as he goes on, 
As people continue to come in, as there is more movement... 
I have deliberated the heat and 
The sweat coming out of my pores, 
Like a waterfall rushing downwards. 
My body heat is turning into my sweat. 
As my sweat is absorbing more and more heat,  
It’s evaporating from my body, transferring heat  
Into the air around me, around the elderly couple, 
Around the airplane flying in the room. 
And the temperature is rising and rising  
And here, in this crowded room,  
The elderly couple stand up 
And walk with the nurse to their room. 
The pregnant woman gets up slowly, 
Walks over to her nurse, 
And walks to her room. 
As I sit here observing, sweating, and contemplating,  
I think about that little boy once again. 
His shirt sweaty, his hair matted down with wetness,  
And I think about this crowded room, 
And how much thermodynamics plays a part in both. 
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A Spoon Full of Sugar Might Have Helped 
Macy Kent 
I walked alone for the majority of my month-long trip to France. Sound odd? 
Well, I was a tad odd at sixteen.  
We were in the market. My travel-mates were in their cliques, and I 
was left in the dust as usual. Churning hot heat of embarrassment into spite, I 
strode away. Hating your body and thinking everyone hates you will lead to a 
lot of situations like this. I wasn’t going to waste my time looking at clothes in 
stalls where everyone knew none of the items would fit me.  
I found fabricated joy in imagining those that I detested were 
watching me walk away with even a skosh of remorse. I was projecting of 
course- but it was a nice thought.  
French summers are hot. This was only my second summer of 
training my body to accept the heat that my entirely black ensemble 
demanded from the sun. A slushie sounded nice.  
Labored confidence trickled out of me as I finally spied the vendor 
that I wanted tucked away in a little shadow on Cours Mirabeau. There was 
no line and I walked directly up to the counter; when I reached it, I opened 
my mouth and blacked out a bit. As I came to, the boy- whose being 
attractive and French did nothing to help the nerves stampeding through my 
bloodstream - looked at me like I was absolutely insane, I knew that I had 
fucked up.  
C'est ce que tu veux ? The staring continued as he asked it.  
I nodded. The dwindling well of my confidence groaned in protest as I 
reached into my pocket to pay him.  
As I awaited my lemon slushie, I could tell that he had told the other 
employees what had happened. An as-tu vu? rang out every so often and was 
accompanied by a slight gesture in my direction. The waiting game for a 
slushie is already grueling on a hot summer day, but it was ten times more 
intense as I was left to stand and ponder just how my mix of French and 
pointing could have confused the boy so badly.  
They were all looking at me in turns, each glancing just as another 
would turn away. A heat as dry as the desert overtook my mouth as their 
glances piled on and when the bitterness reached my lips I wished for the 
sweet arms of death.  
Citron! He called out, pulling me from the pit I was digging for myself 
in my mind. Making the drink had taken quite a while, I hadn’t the slightest 
idea why that could have been. The slushie machine was right there and 
certainly full of lemon slush. They hadn’t even touched it.  
I walked hesitantly up to the counter. As I picked up the cup, they 
gave up their turns and stared together, seeing if I really was a freak who 
ordered a giant cup of lemon juice. I guess that I was.  
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I picked up the cup and asked for a straw with a smile. The boy 
looked even a little more shocked than he had been previously but handed me 
one. I thanked him and spun around on my heel. If I was going to be a freak, 
I was going to do it right.  
With a puckered mouth and a pocket six euros lighter, I sucked down 
that lemon juice. Even if I wasn’t holding proof of my not-so newfound freak 
status the others would still look at me like I had four heads when I returned. 
Plastering on the ideology of the emo loner took me every moment 
of the walk back.  
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How A Quiet Place is Harmful to Those in Quiet Worlds 
Ashley Mendoza 
The representation of marginalized communities within the film industry has 
always been an issue that gets swept under the rug. In particular, the disabled 
community has received the smallest amount of representation in films. Even 
then, the depiction of the disabled community is almost always problematic 
and hurtful. Disabled characters are used as plot devices, or as props to make 
the main character seem more like-able and tolerant. Very rarely are disabled 
characters ever played by actual disabled actors. Simply putting a disabled 
character into a film may seem like good representation to an able-bodied 
audience, but one must also take into account how the character is being 
portrayed and the effects the portrayal has on the disabled community.  
The film A Quiet Place has been praised for its representation of the 
Deaf community, its use of American Sign Language (ASL), and being one of 
the first films to showcase the cochlear implant. Able-bodied audiences love 
the movie and feel it has done an excellent job of showcasing the struggles of 
the Deaf community and has brought more awareness and interest to ASL. 
However, some comments have been made from the Deaf community stating 
some of the issues they have with the film. The underlying messages of 
silence being torturous, and the disabled character being sainted as the person 
to save the day, only for it to not even be her, have all been pointed out.  
The film A Quiet Place directed by John Krasinski follows the Abbott 
family as they navigate survival after the rest of the population has been killed 
off by extraterrestrial creatures with highly sensitive, acute hearing, that attack 
anything that makes noise. The family consists of parents Lee and Evelyn, 
their children Regan—who is deaf—Marcus, and Beau. Early in the film, 
Beau is killed by one of the creatures after being given a toy by Regan. She 
blames herself for his death and believes her father does as well. Over a year 
later, the family is still together and are preparing for Evelyn to give birth 
soon. While Lee and Marcus are away, Evelyn goes into labor and while trying 
to make it to the basement, steps on an exposed nail and drops a picture 
frame, alerting a nearby creature of her whereabouts. She successfully gives 
birth after the children are able to divert the creature away with fireworks. 
Later, the creature returns and attacks the children. Lee ultimately sacrifices 
himself to save his children by yelling to get the creature's attention. The 
children reunite with their mother, but the creature has followed them. Regan 
learns that her cochlear implant, when turned on in the proximity of the 
creature, sends out a high-frequency sound that leaves the creature in a frenzy 
and exposes their one weak spot. Evelyn then is able to kill the creature by 
shooting a shotgun into the creature’s exposed area (Krasinski, 2018).  
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This film became a hit and was highly regarded for its display and 
representation of disability. Most importantly, the character of Regan was 
played by a deaf actress, Millicent Simmonds. Krasinski noted that it was 
important to him that the character was portrayed by an actual deaf actress 
because he “didn't want a non-deaf actress pretending to be deaf. Most 
importantly though, because a deaf actress would help [his] knowledge and 
understanding of the situations tenfold” (Fowler, 2018). This is a big step in 
the right direction for the representation of the disabled community. Having 
disabled characters played by disabled actors makes their portrayal much 
more authentic and real. It can even be noted that while the film is mostly 
silent, there are still sounds from everyday life present in the background of 
scenes. However, in moments where only Regan is shown, all sound is cut out 
entirely. This was done to allow the audience to step into her world and learn 
what everyday life is like for her character and her actress.  
At the time that the main portion of the film takes place, the Abbotts 
have survived 472 days and we are left to assume that they are the only people 
that are still alive. One of the few reasons the Abbotts have been able to 
make it this far is because of their daughter being deaf. In a world where 
sound is the most dangerous force, being able to communicate without 
making noise is key. The Abbotts have the advantage of being able to do this 
because they already know ASL due to Regan being deaf. Through this, the 
Abbott family experiences the phenomenon known as Deaf-gain. The 
concept of Deaf-gain claims that “all individuals would be enriched by 
becoming a little bit more Deaf” (Bauman and Murray, 242). Because the 
family already knows ASL, it was very easy for them to transition over into a 
world where sound is not allowed; one similar to the world their daughter 
lives in every day. They have benefited from their daughter being deaf by 
being able to survive. 
  There is very little dialogue in the movie because of this and few 
scenes stand out for having small amounts of dialogue. For instance, when 
Lee takes Marcus out to fish, and they are near a river with a waterfall. Lee 
explains how it is okay for them to speak there because there are other noises 
that are louder that will drown out their own voices (Krasinski, 35:30-41:40). 
Another moment is after Evelyn has given birth and she and Lee are in the 
basement which has been fortified to be soundproof (Krasinski, 57:28-
1:00:30). In these scenes, being able to safely get to speak is treated as a relief 
to the characters. They feel like they are able to breathe and relax, even if it is 
only for a moment. This enforces the idea that the ability to speak is the 
favored, as well as a better form of communication to be able to fully express 
your emotions.  
In a review written by a Deaf woman, she critiques the film for its 
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portrayal of “silence, especially the inability to speak, [being] depicted as 
tragic” (Kincheloe, 2018). Another aspect to examine, is how the film depicts 
not having the ability to hear. As Regan is hiding in a cornfield looking for 
her brother, because of her inability to hear, she does not realize that the 
creature has creeped up behind her and is about to attack (Krasinski, 56:40). 
Had she been able to hear, she would have known that she was in danger. 
While she ultimately isn’t injured in the scene, the disadvantage of being deaf 
in this world is shown very clearly, and makes it seem like people with hearing 
impairments are not safe without their hearing.  
In this same scene, the audience is given a first look at how Regan’s 
cochlear implant is able to work in her advantage. The implant sends out a 
high-frequency sound that leaves the creature very disoriented and drives it 
away. This motif is repeated twice more in the film and ultimately is used to 
defeat one of the creatures. The idea that the implant is the only thing that 
will be able to get rid of the creatures and help to return life to normal 
displays the idea of the medical model of disability. This model frames 
disability as something that needs to be cured or fixed through medical 
intervention (Kafer, 5). The film frames the implant, not Regan, as the one to 
save the day. The medical model is not well liked by the disabled community 
because it claims that it’s solely the disability itself that limits the person and 
erases the factor of society having an effect as well. Having this message sent 
out to the audience is harmful and false. 
Even through this, the idea of the disabled character being seen as 
the saint that saves everyone in the end, is a tired trope that has been seen 
time and time again with disabled characters in film (Chasnoff, 00:57-1:10). 
Without her implant, Regan is just a normal deaf girl, but with it she 
transforms into this superhero that is going to save her family. Her and her 
family all gain a new sense of confidence once they learn that they can defeat 
the creatures with the implant. The superpowered supercrip narrative can be 
seen through this. This typology describes disabled people as having the 
ability to “exceed their own embodiment through their abilities, to the point 
where their status as disabled may be called into question” (Schalk, 82). Regan 
is able to use her disability to her advantage, as if it is a “superpower”, and be 
the hero for her family. This romanization of her disability erases the reality 
of the everyday struggles she goes through and will continue to go through 
because of her disability. 
At surface level, A Quiet Place is a fantastic film that has been able to 
bring more awareness to the Deaf community and allow able-bodied viewers 
to understand what it is like to live in a world without sound. However, 
showcasing that silence is bad and should be feared has not gone unnoticed 
by the Deaf community themselves. Overused tropes and the idea that 
disabled people need fixing is displayed throughout the film. Some may argue 
that it was good to have the disabled character save her family in the end, but 
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the reality is that it was her implant that saved the day, not her. The concept 
that the family needs to be saved from being forced to live in a world without 
sound diminishes the reality of the world deaf people live in every day and 
displays outdated ideologies that disabled people aren’t able to live life to the 
fullest. Overall, this film is a step in the right direction for having more 
representation of disabled characters in film, but the way Regan is displayed 
and her role within the movie’s narrative skews viewers’ understanding of 
disability and perpetuates old ideas of how disability can be “managed.” 
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Student Animation- Linking Brush and Soul 
Timothy D. Eterno 
Animation, from its conception, has painted a reflection of our world. Walt 
Disney’s Fantasia portrays luscious accounts of flowers and wildlife in its 
Nutcracker Suite sequence; Chuck Jones’ The Cricket in Times Square showcases 
the busy, anarchic hustle of New York City; more comical examples akin to 
Tom and Jerry take what we think we know about the primal relationships 
between cats and mice and exaggerate them to humorous effect.  
While animated works most often paint what we see, what we hear, 
and what we observe, it’s often that the most resonating animation goes 
through the complicated entanglement of human emotions in order to paint 
what we feel, and what’s lurking beneath the surface of ourselves and society. 
Pixar’s Up is perhaps best well-known for its intro sequence, characterizing 
the joy, whimsy, yet eventual loss of a romantic relationship and the burden 
that said loss caries. MTV’s Daria observes the life of a teenage girl, and the 
emotional roller-coaster that is often associated with high school life. Warner 
Brothers’ short film Martian Through Georgia utilizes a little alien traveling to 
Earth as a characterization of the systemic racial bias that plagued (and 
continues to plague) American society.  
Emotions are an incredibly powerful, often invisible force. Animation, 
when handled with sensitivity and awareness, serves as an extension of the 
self. It can bring the soul to light in a distinct visual medium and universally 
resonate with people in ways that would otherwise be impossible.  
Enter: Emily Zullo, an independent animator, illustrator, and 
sophomore at the School of Visual Arts, New York. I had the pleasure of 
sitting down and talking with Emily about the interweaving of emotions and 
the soul, portrayed in the animated medium. Through her work, most bluntly, 
Emily aims to touch on themes of self, identity, and anxiety. Much of what is 
characterized in her projects stem from deeply personal experiences; she 
writes what she knows, what she has learned, and what she hopes to share 
with anyone in need of similar discovery. 
Upon an idle glance, it’s easy to note the nature and tranquil 
woodland scenery present in Emily’s settings and backgrounds. Much of this 
is derived from her hometown, an isolated space about an hour north of 
NYC. “It’s kind of like a closed-off community, it’s a very tight-knit town; the 
kind where everyone sort of knows each other. I grew up in the woods, 
essentially.”  
Emily was born an only child, and as a result spent much of her time 
wandering the forests surrounding her home. Early on, she developed a 
fascination with a nearby secluded reservoir, one that served as a water supply 
to a neighboring city. “That place, since I was kid, has always been my 
comfort zone. I’ll go there to write; I’ve recorded stuff there, a lot of my ideas 
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and paintings are of this place.” In many ways, it was an isolated spot that felt 
like her own; it was an escape from the echo chambers of an enclosed village. 
“Growing up in a small town, you don’t have a good idea of what your 
options are. I was confused a lot. [laughs] So when I was confused, I’d go to 
the woods. The woods were my comfort place.” 
Emily cites many of the adults in her life as the people who inspired 
her to forge her own path. “I worked at a bookstore for three years, and my 
boss let me do art for the store, and she would lend me books, and she would 
tell me stories; I guess seeing someone else’s self-expression, even despite 
everything else they might have to deal with in life; it encouraged me.” Adults 
in Emily’s life were grounded, in a world where she and her peers were 
expectedly uncertain about their lives. This uncertainty caused, in a word, 
separation. “I ended up splitting off from a lot of my friends because they 
wanted to be a certain way, or they wanted me to be a certain way. I wanted 
to do different things; I had to figure out a lot on my own.”  
Themes of isolated pondering and self-discovery, even among peers, 
crop up in much of Emily’s personal work. The East River is a 10-page comic 
concerning the story of a girl invited on a hike with friends through New 
York City. The girl, Lizbeth, feels closed off, inhibiting; she views herself as 
an annoyance on the rest of the group, disconnected in the presence of 
others. Trailing behind the rest, she slowly begins to take in her surroundings. 
The presence of the river and the sounds of other voices are strangely 
comforting, for reasons Lizbeth cannot describe. Guilt over this newfound 
emotion sets in, however: disconnect should not feel good. A girl from the 
group, noticing Lizbeth lost in thought, consoles her. “But if you’re enjoying 
all this – I say let yourself. Forgive yourself. None of this is easy – but I 
believe you’ll make it through.” (Zullo) Emily expressed to me that she has 
consistently had to grapple with the idea of vulnerability. “Last year, I just had 
a total mental collapse. I let all this stress bubble up; I had so many intrusive 
thoughts, and I wasn’t able to talk about it. A lot of the people I associated 
myself with were like ‘oh, she doesn’t have anything going on, she doesn’t 
have any problems.’ I wasn’t able to let myself be vulnerable and I’d pretend 
that everything was ok, even when there was a lot of stuff going on up there.” 
Utilizing the animated medium to express that mental intrusiveness is, as 
Emily described to me, a method that is not only constructive but infinitely 
more universal. 
Most recently, Emily has been hard at work creating concepts for a 
world and a cast of characters that she hopes she will one day see develop 
into an animated series. Colorado Bound is the story of four high school friends, 
now having tread their separate paths after graduation, reuniting to embark 
on a road trip to the titular state. Although Feef, the optimistic, bubbly 
instigator of the excursion initially entices them in the promise of being able 
to legally smoke marijuana, the reality of the trip becomes clear; the characters 
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confront feelings of deep-seated emotional angst, skepticism, and compassion 
toward each other, and must learn to face their intermingling pasts in order to 
band together and grow.  
“I think from the get-go I had an idea for the personalities of these 
characters,” explained Emily. Kit [a punk-rock cat] is a bit of a stone wall, Leo 
[a studious, indie-loving dog] is a bit pretentious, Max [a free-spirited, bird-
admiring cat] is very chill, and Feef is a little bit excitable and a little bit 
rowdy. I wanted to create characters that were reflections of each other, that 
bounced off one another to create compelling stories.”  
The bridge that Emily attempts to cross is not one well-trodden. It’s 
hard to know when something works, or what exactly will resonate with an 
audience. Emily skips the extraneous and draws reflections from her own 
sense of self. “Across a lot of my works, I’ve gotten this overwhelming 
response, of people saying: ‘I’m going through this right now, and it gives me 
hope.’ It strikes a chord with me, and I ended up realizing that I love making 
work that I wish I could have consumed and understood, to help me know 
what was going on in my head. My whole goal in my life right now is to make 
things to help other people understand what’s going on, and to give people a 
little bit of reassurance that things are going to be ok.” 
Creative media and animation are industries that are inherently self-
reflective. Campy westerns starring a fish as the county sheriff, edgy vampire 
dramas, and a looming apocalypse countered by the exploits of a teenage girl 
and her pet cat, abstract concepts, but nonetheless important. For as 
significant as it is to touch on realistic themes of deep self-consciousness 
through characters that we feel could live in our very neighborhood, so too 
does the mind paint itself through ideas that are far and away from the worlds 
we know. 
I recently had the chance to explore the colorful worlds of Adela 
Putra, an independent animator, artist, and senior at Sheridan College in 
Ontario, Canada. Amidst all the western trout shootouts, zombie-bashing, 
and blood-curdling romance, Adela is a creator that wants to tell stories that 
give people a change in perspective, to whisk them away to a reality that’s fun, 
fresh, and captivating.  
“When I was applying to college, I knew I wanted to do art; I just 
didn’t know specifically what that meant. I chose animation because it 
combined my love of storytelling and my love for art.”  
That artistic passion, like Emily’s, sprouted early. While many adopt 
art as a child as a means of escape, or self-exploration, Adela’s came from a 
bit of an, as she would admit, indulging, origin. “It felt good to put 
something out, and have people acknowledge it and be like, ‘Hey! You’re 
pretty good at that!’ I think I used to just enjoy a lot of that attention, at first.” 
Eventually, however, Adela’s motivations shifted from appraisal to 
personal enjoyment. Starting and throughout middle school, she developed 
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her skills and found herself in a position to want to pursue artwork as a 
serious career. From there, she fought the uphill battle to convince her 
parents to let her enroll in a fine arts high school, and eventually, to Sheridan. 
 “My dad’s a businessman. (laughs) So of course he was concerned 
about the financial side of things; ‘what’s the market for animation?’ But I 
told him that those things like pay would come; that it’s what I enjoy doing. I 
think he gave in eventually.” 
Adela and Emily share commonality in the notion that life 
experiences inevitably find a way to influence artwork. The unconsciousness 
of art is a special thing, Adela expressed to me, as any one piece serves as a 
snapshot of your life; the kind of person you were, your outlook on the 
world, the positions you found yourself in. “And obviously, when you had an 
emo phase in high school, that seeps through as well. (laughs)” 
Adela’s work is self-described wacky. Above all else, she emphasizes 
her focus on fun; not taking things too seriously. Her portfolio is littered with 
doodles, sketches, animations, and concepts of all kinds, spreading across a 
cavalcade of worlds, genres, and character types. Take for the instance, the 
hammily titled “Something Fishy,” a 55-second vignette set in the old west. We 
pan across a sleepy desert town, tumbleweeds tumbling by and the occasional 
wanted poster fluttering in the wind. We come to a stop in front of a self-
assertive fish sheriff, standing on two legs, smoking a cigarette, and leaning 
against a seahorse. The latter gazes lazily over a tabloid. All is quiet until a 
gun-toting, mustachioed stranger rides into town, a large sack of dollar bills 
on his person; a thief threatens the peace! The fish sheriff, visibly alarmed, 
leaps to attention, stamps his cigarette, and looks to the seahorse in 
anticipation. The sheriff’s noble steed, unaware of present danger, continues 
to leaf through his magazine. Sheriff, angered, shouts “giddyap!” No 
response. The fish pushes against the horse with all his will; after a 
concentrated effort, the sheriff, exhausted, sulks off on foot.  
“People always have their eccentricities,” Adela described. “The way 
they talk with each other, the way they move, the way they react. Projects like 
Something Fishy really gave me the chance to explore those realistic qualities 
and apply them to very unrealistic characters. Like, how would a fish justify 
his position as country sheriff? What sets him above other fish? Is he self-
confident? Does he hold himself with pride and sophistication, or does he 
trip over himself a bit? How would he express himself in times of danger or 
stress? Stuff like that.” 
There is a difficulty in maintaining balance between creating work for 
others and creating works for yourself. Ultimately, Adela strives to feel 
confident in her own ventures; to not let pride or opinion sway from what 
she feels at heart. “I want people to know what they like. I want people to see 
my work and know that it’s okay to express what they like, to not be afraid to 
get a little personal with your art in whatever that means for you. When 
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someone looks at art, you’ll always see a little bit of the artist in it; embrace 
that! Pour your heart into it.” 
Animation and illustration are some of humankind’s most 
intrinsically resonating inventions. Whether through the exploits of a clique 
on a road trip, a woefully mismatched western duo, or a heart-to-heart on the 
East River, it became clear to me throughout my time with Emily and Adela: 
the potential for the brush to tell a story, to reflect the individual, to provide 
an escape, to elicit emotion, to heal; it’s universal. If there exists a utensil, a 
canvas, and something to say, the visual force of animation will continue to 
inspire. 
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The Past, Present, and Future Feminism: LGBTQ+ Representation 
Matters 
Isabelle Rojek 
To most, the feminist movement has always been seen as paving the way for 
a bigger and brighter future for women and equality. However, this is not the 
case. Throughout history, the feminist movement has notoriously left out 
marginalized groups and kept its focus on white women of status; it’s time for 
a change. A new feminist movement that reclaims the power that the past has 
taken away. A new space for those of different identities to step forward and 
make their voices heard. A new wave of feminism that is inclusive towards 
the LGBTQ+ community and stands with them in their struggles. This new 
theory for future feminist movements can better represent LGBTQ+ 
perspectives, issues, and activism by doing exactly that. The movement can 
create a more inclusive environment by ridding of oppressive terms to 
describe the LGBTQ+ community and listen to those in it. Advocating for 
issues that they believe are important, because if we don’t listen to those who 
are oppressed, how do we make a real positive change? 
Heteronormativity is defined by culture creating a societal “norm” of 
heterosexuality placing it above all other sexual identities by making them 
“weird” or “unnatural.” In large part, masculinity is another enforcer of 
heteronormativity, and “if masculinity is a homosocial enactment, its 
overriding emotion is fear,” (Kimmel 129). Heteronormativity creates this 
feeling of fear because of the culture of toxic masculinity it enforces on 
society. Heteronormativity largely “troubles us because it doesn’t name or 
challenge the substantial violence against lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, 
and queer (LGBTQ) people precisely because they do not conform to 
dominant definitions and performances of gender and sexuality,” (Dow 
2014). The non-conformity of the LGBTQ community in the 
heteronormative world reinforces the divide between groups which causes a 
disconnect. Cisnormativity is similar to heteronormativity, but instead of 
defining it as placing heterosexuality over other sexualities, it’s placing gender 
identity over others. Social norms saying that to be cisgender is normal, but to 
be a trans or nonconforming individual is “unnatural” and “perverted;” this is 
the difference between the two. They may sound similar in the sense of 
societal constraints on what is “normal” or not, but they differ in the fact that 
sexuality and gender are two very different things. For instance, the trans 
community “has often faced unique challenges and opposition from certain 
subgroups of the feminist movement that inform their relationship to 
feminism,” (Cullen 2019). The trans community has often been excluded 
from the feminist movement because they choose to not conform to society’s 




Terms that could be used in order to help create a better 
understanding of the two are privilege, the patriarchy, homophobia, 
transphobia, the coming out process, gender essentialism, and the gender 
binary. Privilege is defined by an advantage given to one group of individuals. 
An example of this would be the concept of religious privilege, which 
includes being able to find a place of worship close to you or having the 
ability to have work or school off due to a religious holiday (Hive Learning). 
The patriarchy is a way of organizing society that favors men over women. 
An example of this can be seen in issues like the wage gap as well as the 
housing and hunger crises. Homophobia is having a fear of those who 
identify as gay, however, the interpretation that a lot of people use today is 
having a hatred for or a dislike of those who identify as LGB or queer. A 
relatively common assumption of homosexuality used to be that it was a 
“gender “inversion,” in which a man who was attracted to men was thought 
to be acting like a woman, and a woman who desired women was considered 
to be acting like a man,” (Stryker 77). This way of thinking was detrimental to 
the public perception of homosexuality because it further alienated them 
from the rest of society. Transphobia is similar to homophobia, except in this 
case it’s a fear or hatred of trans individuals. It is incredibly vital “to take into 
account race, class, culture, sexuality, and sexism… to develop an 
understanding of the ways that U.S. society has fostered conditions of 
inequality and injustice for people who aren’t white, male, heterosexual, and 
middle class,” (Stryker 79). By understanding the barriers that transgender 
people face due to this outdated thinking, we can learn how to disassemble 
these “traditional” ideas. 
The coming out process is harder to define because it is different for 
every person, but the general definition is telling people or “coming out of 
the closet” that you identify as something other than cisgender or 
heterosexual. Gender essentialism says that men and women have distinct 
traits and boxes that they fit into; an example of this is saying that boys 
should like blue, and girls should like pink. Last is the gender binary which is 
similar to gender essentialism, it is the societal reduction of gender into 
categories, saying there is only male or female. More often than not, it is 
assumed that “if people read or hear about sexual orientation or gender 
identity, they will assume the subject is an LGBTI person. While this is 
understandable, because that terminology was coined to fight against 
discrimination on these grounds, it falls short of recognizing that every 
human being has a sexual orientation and a gender identity,” (Ehrt 2019). 
This is the reason why the comprehension of the gender binary is so 
important; it helps to familiarize society with the constraints that it puts on 
individuals. While these terms help the understanding of heteronormativity 
and cisnormativity, they perpetuate a negative perception of the LGBTQ+ 
community. Even though societal transformation will be gradual, we can put 
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this change into effect through education and the normalization of dialogue 
regarding the LGBTQ+ narrative.  
Authors, activists, theorists, and historians who have played a role in 
advocating for LGBTQ+ inclusion in the feminist movement include Audre 
Lorde, Marsha P. Johnson, Jonathan Katz, Susan Stryker, and Laverne Cox. 
Audre Lorde is an author most known for her work in the inclusivity for 
black women and fellow women of color in the feminist movement. She also 
identified as a lesbian who advocated for the inclusion of all people in the 
feminist movement, as opposed to white cisgender and straight women. 
Lorde was considered revolutionary for her time, and still to this day, she is 
quoted and taught to inform others of the hardships and lack of inclusion in 
second-wave feminism. Another activist who pushed for LGBTQ+ inclusion 
was Marsha P. Johnson an American transgender activist outspoken in the 
'70s and '80s on LGBTQ+ rights. Johnson is most famously known for her 
participation in the Stonewall Uprising of 1969. Johnson also established the 
Street Transvestite Action Revolutionaries (STAR) in 1970, which was created 
to support homeless transgender youth on the streets of New York City. 
Jonathan Katz is an American historian and author who writes about same-
sex marriage and inclusion throughout history and is well-known for his 
writing of The Invention of Heterosexuality. He is influential for his research in 
sexuality and has been awarded many prizes for his work. Katz continues to 
be one of America's leading experts on homosexuality, as well as gay and 
lesbian history. Susan Stryker is an American author and theorist who focuses 
on gender and human sexuality in her writing. She has written books like 
Transgender History and Kiss My Genders to educate the public on the history of 
trans inclusion and exclusion throughout history. She has also appeared in 
documentaries to comment on trans inclusion, the most recent being 
Disclosure a comment on trans inclusion in Hollywood. Laverne Cox is an 
American actress who grew famous for her role in Orange Is the New Black. She 
is an LGBTQ+ advocate and also took part in Disclosure alongside Susan 
Stryker. Many others have also played a role in advocating for LGBTQ+ 
inclusion in the feminist movement. However, these are just some from 
various parts of history who reflect the ideas of different time periods. It is 
important to include people from different waves of feminism in order to 
create an all-encompassing history to look upon. This helps to give a look 
into the thought processes and ideas from those times. 
To summarize what has been discussed in class thus far, LGBTQ+ 
perspectives challenge feminism because they make people think outside of 
their normal train of thought. When one thinks of feminism, it typically 
frames itself as a women’s issue, when in fact this is not true. The stereotype 
is often white middle class, straight, and cisgender women fighting for their 
rights against white, middle class, straight, and cisgender men. This version of 
feminism does not include a breadth of people and identities. It leaves out 
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those who identify as LGBTQ+, gender non-conforming, lower-class 
individuals, those with disabilities, and even men; they challenge the 
“mainstream” feminist movement. Throughout history, the definitions of 
what people dictate as being “feminist” have, of course, changed, but as time 
goes on, it is imperative to be inclusive, and to avoid reverting to exclusive 
first-wave feminist ideas. Even though these new ideas did challenge the 
movement at the time, activists, feminists, and representatives did not bring 
these new definitions in to upset others. They were brought in to inform 
others about a new way of thinking, something all-encompassing and 
inclusive, which is what we now see today.   
The relationship between past and present feminist movements and 
their inclusion, as well as exclusion, of the LGBTQ+ community, has 
changed drastically since the inception of feminism in 1848. The first wave of 
feminism completely ignored any sense of gender expression and sexuality. 
They also left out anyone who was not a white, middle-class, straight, cis, 
woman. This left no room was no room for individuality in the first wave of 
feminism, as it was a space for white women to gain the right to vote and 
assert themselves over minorities. The systems of both “heteropatriarchy and 
cisnormativity are products of colonialism, and feminists who espouse 
transphobic discourses invariably reproduce colonial and white supremacist 
frameworks of patriarchy and gender violence,” (Upadhyay 2021). It is 
important to connect this is the first wave of feminism because white 
feminism was the only “socially acceptable” form. The second wave that 
followed created a space for more women to speak up, the first of many 
being Betty Friedan with her release of The Feminine Mystique which proved to 
be revolutionary at the time.  
While being called a radical and revolutionary feminist, Friedan was 
also an avid proponent of anti-gay anti-lesbian propaganda and was extremely 
forward in her writings about her homophobic views. Friedan has received 
much-deserved criticism over the years, with many saying she “must atone for 
likening heteros to homos, and she indulges, therefore, in a little hyperbolic 
homo bashing: “The homosexuality that is spreading like a murky smog over 
the American scene is no less ominous than the restless, immature sex-
seeking of the young women…’” (Katz 117). Freidan openly denounces 
homosexuality by coining the term “lavender menace.” This shows that she 
did not shy away from her desire to exclude lesbians from the feminist 
movement. Due to her overt homophobia, those who identified as lesbian 
created their own group, reclaiming the name Friedan had placed on them. 
The second wave also passed Title IX, which was big for the feminist 
movement. Title IX states that “no person in the United States shall, on the 
basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or 
be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity 




discrimination of sexual orientation in school systems. We can continue to 
modify Title IX on a national level instead of just in school systems and 
universities. By the time the 20th century came around, “a movement in 
recognition of gays and lesbians was underway, abetted by the social climate 
of feminism and new anthropologies of difference,” (APA 2009).  
There is a need for laws to be put into place in order to prevent 
discrimination based on preferred gender identity and sexual orientation in 
order to adapt to these rapidly changing times. This leads into the concept of 
intersectionality, coined by Kimberlé Crenshaw. Intersectionality is the 
concept of intersecting identities causing and increasing oppression for 
individuals whose identities are marginalized. Examples of marginalized 
identities that can be used to explain this are people of color, class, sexual 
identity, gender identity, those with disabilities, etc. By further incorporating 
intersectionality in the feminist movement moving forward, we can learn to 
be more inclusive when it comes to these intersectional identities we may not 
be familiar with. It is vital to listen to those who have been oppressed and not 
heard and lift them up so they can share their stories. 
            To create a new theory about how future feminist movements can 
better represent LGBTQ+ perspectives, issues, and activism, a more inclusive 
narrative needs to be adopted. Listening to those who are oppressed and have 
not been represented by past feminist movements is crucial to the success of 
future waves. If this proves successful, this could lead to a post-feminist 
society. It is a privilege that “... nowadays, we're accustomed to gay rights 
being a national issue. Every presidential candidate has to talk about his or 
her stand on marriage equality and so forth. But back in the '60s and '70s, 
gays could only dream of getting that kind of national attention,” (PBS 2018). 
Even though times have changed since the ‘60s and ‘70s there is still much to 
do. Activism in favor of the LGBTQ+ community “is an ideological project 
that emerges from the interplay of personal, organizational, and systemic 
factors, it often relies on strategic communication to impart social change… 
sexual and gender minority advocates have worked together to change public 
opinion and influence public policy,” (Ciszek 2017). And it will continue to 
do so. In order for a flourishing feminist future to be achieved, public 
opinion and public policy need to continue to be guided by the ideals of the 
LGBTQ+ community. 
            Throughout time, previous waves of feminism have been proven to 
be noninclusive; this creates space for change. While others, throughout 
history, have tried to bring new ideas into the limelight, it continues to feel as 
though there is no real change being made. A new wave of feminism must be 
created in order to accomplish the goals that those who have come before 
have put in place. These goals of creating a space for marginalized individuals 
and groups to have the ability to share their stories as well as create a society  
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where those individuals no longer have to feel oppressed. This is what the 
new theory of feminism is: finally reaching all-inclusivity in a society of post-
feminism. 
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Psychology in the Hunger Games 
Rosa E. Trippel 
Psychology is the scientific study of the mind and behavior. It uses an 
empirical approach to cover a wide variety of subjects, all involving human’s 
biology, mind, and social environments. Psychology is very important because 
it studies the human experience. Without it, there would not be a way to 
compare individual human experiences or understand why each person has a 
different experience. Suzanne Collins’ trilogy, The Hunger Games, provides an 
excellent canvas to apply psychological concepts. In The Hunger Games, Katniss 
Everdeen begins her rebellious journey by volunteering for her sister, Prim, 
and competing in a deadly competition forced upon her by the Capitol, which 
is the overarching government. The series is in Katniss’ point of view and 
follows her as she wins her first games with Peeta Malark, is forced into 
another hunger games, and becomes the symbolic leader of the rebellion. 
Throughout the series, Katniss describes her many friends, acquaintances, and 
allies that help her along her journey to become the Mockingjay. Psychologist 
Jean Piaget thought that every person’s mind develops in a similar manner 
and that there are age-related stages that represent this process. Many 
psychologists agreed and formed their own theories of moral development, as 
well as lists of psychosocial tasks that each age group needs to accomplish in 
order to feel satisfied with their lives. In her best-selling trilogy author 
Suzanne Collins encompasses these psychologists’ theories into many of her 
characters to help teach about psychology and its importance in everyday life. 
This paper will focus on multiple psychological concepts to better understand 
characters in The Hunger Games, including cognitive development, morality, 
psychosocial issues, self-esteem, and resilience. 
Jean Piaget was a Swiss psychologist who firmly believed that 
humans go through “a certain number of stages, each different from the 
other” (Myers, 2018, p. 175). He believed that children grow cognitively based 
on their ages in a sequential order. His stages of cognitive development 
included the sensorimotor stage, preoperational stage, concrete operational 
stage, and the formal operational stage. According to Piaget, the first three 
occur within the first 11 years of a human's life, beginning and ending at 
certain ages. However, the fourth stage is where humans remain for the 
duration of their lives. Myers (2018) describes this stage as having the ability 
to reason abstractly and reaches milestones of “abstract logic,” as well as 
“potential for mature moral reasoning” (p. 179). The cognitive stages and 
their milestones can be seen in Collins’ trilogy throughout her character 
development. 
In accordance with The Hunger Games, there are only a few characters 
who fall below Piaget’s fourth stage of cognitive development. Primrose 




entering into the formal operational stage. Her ability to think logically is 
barely beginning to form when Effie Trinket reads her name during the 
reaping. During this scene, Katniss’ journey as a victor begins when she 
volunteers for Prim, who is “screaming hysterically,” (Collins, 2008, p. 23) 
and terrified that she will never see her sister again. This is an emotional, yet 
logical reaction from Prim. She displays her emotions vividly by clinging to 
her sister and crying out, but it is a logical reaction because the odds are not 
in Katniss’ favor as she will be facing twenty-three deadly tributes in the 
upcoming weeks. It is evident that Prim’s ability to think logically is not fully 
formed when she is saying goodbye to Katniss and encourages her by saying, 
“maybe you can win” (Collins, 2008, p. 36). Katniss automatically dismisses 
this idea. With her fully functioning formal operational stage, Katniss knows 
that the chances of her survival are very low and that “the competition will be 
far beyond [her] abilities” (Collins, 2008, p. 36). Piaget would think that Prim 
is transitioning from the concrete operational stage to the formal operational 
stage as seen by how she can respond to situations with high levels of logic or 
a very small amount. 
Jean Piaget’s stage theory inspired other psychologists to develop 
their own stage theories based on development. Lawrence Kohlberg “sought 
to describe the development of moral reasoning,” (Myers, 2018, p. 194) 
throughout a human’s lifetime. With this interest, Kohlberg established three 
stages including preconventional morality, conventional morality, and 
postconventional morality. He conjectured that children under the age of nine 
are in the preconventional morality stage where they are focused on “self-
interest,” and obeying “rules to avoid punishment or gain concrete rewards” 
(Myers, 2018, p. 195). Once they grow up, they realize that laws need to be 
upheld to “gain social approval or maintain social order” (Myers, 2018, p. 
195). This is the conventional morality stage which Kohlberg says is typically 
right after age nine and during early adolescence. Finally, the 
postconventional morality stage starts during adolescence and continues 
throughout life. Its “actions reflect belief in basic rights and self-defined 
ethical principles” (Myers, 2018, p. 195). This stage is where people choose to 
define their own values and beliefs, choosing when they think someone is or 
is not moral. It takes time and practice to determine. Much of human’s 
morality is based in “moral intuitions [which are] quick gut feelings” (Myers, 
2018, p. 195). People have the tendency to decide if something is moral or 
not based on their initial reaction, instead of long, tedious thoughts on the 
topic. 
Based on their age, each character in The Hunger Games can be 
assigned to one of the levels of moral thinking, but the level is not as 
important as the values they develop for themselves. Gale, Katniss’ best 
friend and hunting partner, is one of many characters transitioning from the 




course of the series. During Mockingjay, Gale makes the most strides to 
define what he believes to be moral or immoral. He is quick to choose 
violence and does not see the issues with killing innocent people for the 
rebellion. Gale’s moral development was affected greatly when he suffered 
the loss of his father, watched as his best friend was taken from him and sent 
to the Capitol to compete in the gory hunger games, and survived the 
destruction of his home in district 12. These situations made him vulnerable 
to think that others deserve the same treatment that he has been given. He 
longs for revenge on, not only the Capitol, but its citizens, in an attempt to 
retribute for all of the losses he and his family has suffered. During the 
rebellion when Katniss and Gale were sent to district 2, Gale proffers an idea 
about how to take over the Nut, which houses the bulk of the Capitol’s 
military. His plan suggests that the rebels should suffocate the mountain: 
‘Not if we blow it up,’ says Gale brusquely. His intent, his full intent, 
becomes clear. Gale has no interest in preserving the lives of those in 
the Nut. No interest in caging the prey for later use. This is one of 
his death traps...The implications of what Gale is suggesting settle 
quietly around the room. You can see the reaction playing out on 
people’s faces. The expressions range from pleasure to distress, from 
sorrow to satisfaction (Collins, 2010, pp. 203-204). 
In this quote, the reader can see how Gale does not value human life. His 
morals say that the value of life is nonexistent, if the person is associated with 
his enemy in the slightest way. Since Gale is in his late teens, he is still 
deciphering what his moral beliefs will be. Usually, the postconventional 
morality stage that he resides in emphasizes the importance of basic human 
rights, but Gale displays the opposite. He does not see the dignity of all 
people because of the awful situations he experienced while growing up. 
Another psychologist, William James, distinguished between moral 
action and moral beliefs. Some people say they will act justly in a situation, 
only to do the opposite. James thought that “religious experience [is] the 
ground for moral action” (Higgins-D’Alessandro, 2011). Meaning that the 
stronger the religious belief an individual has, the more likely they are to 
follow through with their moral beliefs and turn them into moral actions. 
Haymitch Abernathy, Katniss and Peeta’s mentor during the hunger games, 
has the keen ability to lie, which betrays his moral actions. In Catching Fire, 
Haymitch lies to Katniss and Peeta about saving the other. The pair wanted to 
make sure the other was the victor of the Quarter Quell and made it home. 
Each asks Haymitch for his help, but instead he betrays their trust. Haymitch 
said he would do the moral thing and save their lives, but when the moral 
belief was put into action, he lied to Katniss and made decisions without her. 
His ease with lying relates to his distance from religious matters, including 
community and family relationships, which are highly valued in religion. 
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Haymitch lost all of his family after his own hunger games. This left him 
without a community, so as a way to cope he turned to alcohol. 
After Piaget’s introduction of stage theory, Erik Erikson “contended 
that each stage of life has its own psychosocial task” that needs to be resolved 
(Myers, 2018, p. 197). The completion of tasks allows for an individual to feel 
accomplished and that they are on the same level as others of their age. Of 
the eight tasks, the most prevalent to The Hunger Games is identity vs. role 
confusion. During adolescence and into the early 20s, people are most likely 
to “work at refining a sense of self by testing roles and then integrating them 
to form a single identity” (Myers, 2018, p. 197). If they fail to create their own 
sense of self, they may become confused about their identity. Many characters 
in the trilogy are trying to create their sense of self, but the task seems to be 
hardest for Katniss. 
Being in consecutive hunger games and a rebellion took a major toll 
on Katniss. She was attempting to create her own identity but had to pause 
because of the stress she endured in the traumatic events that were taking 
place. She was overly concerned with keeping herself and her family alive to 
consider important questions that define our personalities. During the 
traumatic events, the heroine continually tries to rely on herself, but falls back 
on her family, Gale, and Peeta for support. Most teenagers and young adults 
need this support, but Katniss relies on it completely in some situations. In 
Catching Fire, she has a panic attack after Peeta hits the fence because she 
thought she would be unable to go on without him. She is too reliant on 
others to begin to rely on herself. 
Katniss’ struggle with her psychosocial task is similar to many other 
teenagers who face adversity in adolescence. When teenagers survive cancer, 
they either put the experience behind them while focusing on their futures or 
they cannot move past it causing continued negativity in their lives. Older 
cancer survivors, even early adulthood survivors, are more likely to move past 
the experience since they established their life before the diagnosis. Those 
that faced the challenge in their early teenage years did not have the 
opportunity to establish themselves before their illness, so they emerge as the 
same children they were when first diagnosed. Similar to Katniss when she is 
hospitalized throughout Mockingjay, the “patients are thrown back into 
dependence on their nuclear family” (Eiser, 2009).  While the cancer survivors 
were relying on their family, they did not have the opportunity to experience 
the independence that is necessary for the task’s completion. Katniss relates 
to the cancer survivors because after emerging from the rebellion, she realizes 
how much she has changed since her fight against the Capitol began. Just like 
how the negative thinking survivors look back and see all they could have 
been doing while sick. Katniss sees her past self as naive and taking life and 
family for granted, especially her younger sister Prim, who she had to watch 
die. 
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By avoiding completing Erikson’s adolescent psychosocial task of 
identity vs. confusion, self-esteem may be lowered. Since Katniss failed to 
create her identity early on, she lacks a purpose and faith in herself in 
Mockingjay. Her self-esteem seems high when she is in situations from her 
early life in 12, interests that were established before her traumatic 
experiences, like hunting with Gale or teasing her sister, but when put in a 
new environment she doubts herself. This is because of her familiarity with 
her surroundings. Since “self-esteem is relatively stable,” (Orth 2014) what 
seems like a fluctuating self-esteem in Katniss is simply her level of 
enthusiasm with a situation. Her self-esteem is at its low point in the 
beginning of Mockingjay, when she is cowering to President Coin because she 
is in a new situation and nervous. When familiarity with the situation and 
environment develops, she is demanding and asks for the tributes to be 
spared. Katniss is annoyed by unfamiliar people, leading her to close herself 
off exposing her low self-esteem. 
Katniss’ sister, Prim, grew up in harsh, poor conditions. Then in her 
early teenage years as she was trying to define her own identity, her world is 
changed by a rebellion. However, this adversity had both positive and 
negative side effects. Psychologists and researchers originally thought that 
children who grew up in households struggling with poverty, war, and family 
violence did not have the proper cognitive development, but after some 
studies they realized that the children were developing well, some even 
flourishing in their environments. This is due to resilience, which is defined as 
“positive patterns of functioning and development during or following 
exposure to adversity, or, more simply, to good adaptation in the context of 
risk” (Masten, 2006, p. 4). Prim has great resilience because no matter what 
hardship her family faced, she was able to support them and show kindness 
to all. Risk factors may be able to indicate when a child is in an aversive 
situation. Some risk factors for Prim were the destruction of her home, the 
death of her father, and the stress of watching her sister in the hunger games. 
For children at risk, it is important to introduce interventions in order to 
promote their welfare. Such interventions include helping them set positive 
goals for themselves as something to work toward and providing a positive 
role model. Prim’s goals include following her mother’s footsteps by going 
into the medical field. In district 13, she started taking introductory classes on 
medicine in preparation for her transition from nurse to doctor. Prim was 
very excited, so excited that she volunteered to be a medic in the field, in 
order to help others. Similar to her sister, Prim wanted to protect the 
vulnerable and spent her assisting them. At this point, her logical thinking was 
fully developed, so she knew the risks that were in place when she 
volunteered. This led to her untimely death in the field. The adverse and 
challenging childhood prepared Prim to be resilient and ready to face the next 
challenge. 
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Psychology is the study of the human experience. Through a 
psychological lens, the reader sees how Katniss’ decisions are contingent 
upon her psychosocial task to create her own identity, along with how 
resilience has affected her family’s life. The psychological themes in the 
dystopian novel mirror the lives of real people. Children and teenagers 
everywhere are fighting against adversity to gain resilience or trying to 
complete their own psychosocial task to maintain their self-esteem. In her 
trilogy, Collins attempts to teach the importance of applying psychology to 
everyday life in an engaging manner. The readers learn about psychology 
through each of the characters subconsciously. They are unaware of the 
psychological tropes, until they are pointed out or discussed further. Collins 
saw the importance of psychology which led her to incorporate it into her 
bestselling series. 
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A Day of Eternity 
Ethan Kroll 
“High in the North in a land called Svithjod, there is a mountain. It is a hundred miles 
long and a hundred miles high and once every thousand years a little bird comes to this 
mountain to sharpen its beak. When the mountain has thus been worn away a single day of 
eternity will have passed.” - Hendrik Willem Van Loon  
It was dawn again. The snowy peaks of the Svithjod mountains woke 
quietly with the sun, punctuated by the sounds of the animals that called this 
place home. The mountains here stretched far and wide, but none are older or 
greater than the hundred-mile mountain. Over the millennia, kingdoms have 
risen and fallen, lives have been lived and lost. All were eventually washed 
away by the sands of time, but the hundred-mile mountain has stood through 
it all.  
This particular mountain once had a name, but those who knew it or 
populated the tundras of Svithjod have long since been swept away, a time 
long forgotten. A mountain such as this does not come to be by any normal 
circumstances, rather it existed on this Earth far before colors covered it, at 
the birth of the planet itself. It was forged in a way that nothing can break or 
even chip it, not fire or tools or the shifting of the planet’s plates. The only 
thing that can break it is one, and somewhat magical, small blue bird. Every 
thousand years, this bird comes to sharpen its beak on the mountain, scraping 
bare flecks of dust off before it returns to explore the Earth. This cycle is as 
old as the mountain itself and consistent as the rising of the sun. This 
morning was another day in the cycle, and the mountain expected another 
visit from the bird. As if on cue, an energetic blue bird crested a near hill and 
came to rest on a tree.  
“Good morning, mountain! Oh, how pretty the world is becoming! 
just the other day I saw a flower that was so pretty I almost cried!” The bird 
had always enjoyed bringing news of what was happening in the world when 
it came to visit, and the mountain was eager to learn about what lay outside 
the icy borders of Svithjod.  
“It sounds beautiful, little bird.” The mountain replied in a deep but 
soft voice, wishing it could see such a thing. “Didn’t you say something 
similar last time you came to visit me?”  
“Nope! Last time it was a river that flowed through a forest! I wanted 
to stop and stay by the water for a little bit, but I knew I had to come see you! 
my beak was getting a little bit dull, and i needed the strongest rock in the 
land to help me!” The bird’s excited feelings and kind words never failed to 




“I was happy to help then, and I'm happy to help now. Would you 
like to go to the usual spot? Or would you like to start somewhere new?” The 
mountain was, of course, referring to the small indent near its peak that the 
bird usually went to sharpen its beak.  
“The usual, please! I'm making quite some progress, too! It’s almost 
big enough for me to sit in! I can’t even imagine how long it will be before I 
can scrape you entirely away!” The bird flew up and landed in the little indent 
and proceeded to sharpen its beak against the mountain’s smooth dark stone.  
“You are, indeed, little bird. I’m sure it will be quite some time yet before you 
get that far, but you have made good progress. What are the people up to 
now?” The mountain mused, remembering that the bird had recently 
mentioned something about these people that have started kingdoms and 
tried to conquer the world.  
“Oh yes the people! they have made things called cars that move on 
their own and machines that can fly through the air and bombs that make big 
explosions and a crazy thing called the internet that lets people talk to each 
other from different sides of the world! oh I wish I could show you all the 
marvelous things that they’ve made!” The bird jumped excitedly around its 
little hole and flew closer to the peak of the mountain.  
“How about this,” The mountain began, a hint of optimism in its 
voice. “How about you continue to wear me down until I am little more than 
a pebble, then you can show me all that this world has to offer. We can 
explore and see the beauties of the new world together, and we would be able 
to spend the rest of this eternity truly together.”  
“I love it! I cannot wait until I can carry you around in my claw and 
show you my favorite places! you would love all of my hidden paths and trees 
and friends! I am so excited!”  
“Me too, old friend. Now go! Explore the world! When you come to 
see me again, tell me about your trip!”  
With that, the small blue bird flew away over the hills and past the 
horizon, destined to always return. The mountain stayed put and enjoyed the 









Buttons for Eyes: Emotional Abuse in Coraline 
Joanna Henn 
 “They say even the proudest spirit can be broken, with love,” smiles the 
Other Mother (57:19). In a sense, she is right, but the sinister Beldam / Other 
Mother from the children’s horror movie, Coraline (2009), provides a 
perverted affection that is not love but something much darker. The film’s 
protagonist, Coraline Jones, moves with her loving yet distant parents to the 
Pink Palace Apartments. Crawling through a cupboard-sized door, she 
discovers a Doppelgänger version of her family in a parallel world. Drawn in 
by the apparent love and affection from her Other Mother, Coraline is 
tempted to remain in this vibrant, entertaining world. As the audience follows 
Coraline into this new family, they soon see this bond means the loss of her 
own family. The Other Mother seeks to trick Coraline into remaining with 
her for eternity. Using this twisted warmth, she affects Coraline’s perception 
of reality, yet her kindness is always tinged with hints of malevolence that 
could easily pass unnoticed beneath the surface. To incorporate the visual side 
of this malevolence, director Henry Selick creates a unique physical version of 
this cruelty to emphasize its effect on the main character and the other 
victims of the bloodthirsty Beldam. Throughout the film, Coraline uses the 
symbolism of body parts as a physical representation of emotional 
manipulation, revealing the unseen trauma caused by emotional abuse. 
Hands, the most repeated symbol throughout the film, are used as 
the Other Mother’s physical manipulators. A specific emblem of the Beldam’s 
clutches, a claw like hand can be seen in multiple scenes, for example the 
warning of danger found in Coraline’s tea leaves or the lightning claw that 
appears during the tempting offer of a game in the rain. As the Other Mother 
spins a web to ensnare the girl, the hand shows up to reveal her true 
intentions. However, this symbol serves as more than just a visual alarm; the 
specific actions of the villainess’ own hands bely her methods of 
manipulation. The film opens with her needlelike fingers gutting and 
reassembling the doll she uses to spy on her victims. More than just a scene 
to show the doll becoming a Coraline lookalike, this scene also shows how 
the Beldam ensnares her prey. She takes out the old stuffing, and replaces it 
with her own sawdust stuffing, just as she seeks to fully and completely make 
the children that she tempts her own. This is reflected in her method of 
cooking and feeding Coraline delicious foods to keep her enthralled. By filling 
her victims up both metaphorically and literally, she provides a sense of 
comfort and home which tricks the children into letting down their guards, 
entrusting themselves to the one who seeks to control them. 
In addition to manipulating her victims behind the scenes, the Other 
Mother physically controls her closest target, the Other Father, with her 
hands. When Coraline is first introduced to her Other Father, he plays her a 
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lovely song, exclaiming, “This piano plays me” (17:42). The piano moves his 
hands using a pair of gloves which in turn are controlled by the same needles 
as the Other Mother’s hands. His actions are completely dictated by his wife, 
by which, essentially, she becomes a puppet master and he the puppet. By the 
end of the film, the Other Father is being entirely manipulated against his will 
as the needles and gloves force him to attack Coraline, while he cries 
monotonously, “So sorry! Mother making me” (1:14:40). As the Beldam 
assumes control of his body, she takes away his autonomy, preventing him 
from being his own entity. This trauma takes a toll on his body as he 
transforms from the duplicate of Coraline’s real father to a shrunken, 
deformed man, literally withering along with his independence. By 
demonstrating the effect of the abuse externally, the audience can see the 
Beldam’s abuse leaving the Other Father sad and hollow like the pumpkin she 
affectionately nicknames him. 
In addition to the Other Mother’s manipulations of the Other 
Father’s overall bodily movements, she also hones her attention on the faces 
of individuals to manipulate that most direct method of transmitting emotion: 
the mouth. As Coraline realizes she may be stuck in the alternate world, she 
confronts the Other Father asking where the Other Mother is. However, as 
he begins to explain, he is stopped by the gloves of the Other Mother, which 
cover his mouth. Frustrated, Coraline cries that she will get her friend Wybie 
to help her, when the Other Father says, “He pulled a long face. And Mother 
didn’t like it.” (54:40). At this moment, the gloves grab his face, squishing his 
mouth closed to silence him. As Coraline flees, she finds Other Wybie, now 
forcibly muted, with his mouth pulled into a smile with stitches to stop his 
long face. These two characters are prevented from expressing themselves by 
the Other Mother’s manipulation of their mouths. Neither can speak their 
mind nor even use facial expressions to communicate. As they fight to reveal 
their thoughts and emotions, she hurts them, twisting their mouths to reflect 
the perfect world she designs. This emotional exploitation and degradation 
leave the pair melancholy and depressed despite their forced smiles. 
The Other Mother makes her final and most vicious attack on the 
souls of those trapped within her web by controlling their eyes. The eyes are 
considered the windows to the soul, and the Beldam uses this to her 
advantage. For Coraline to remain in the world, she must allow her eyes to be 
stitched over with buttons. Once she refuses, though, the world begins to 
twist and become darker, as Coraline sees it for the trap it is. Had she allowed 
the Beldam to cover her eyes, she would have lost herself to stay within the 
“perfect” world, something the audience can see has happened to the three 
children before Coraline, who are stuck as ghosts without their eyes or souls 
to free them. In an article about the film, “Romping with Freud in the Pink 
Palace,” author Sue Matheson explains the significance of the loss of eyes, 
stating: “Loving the Other Mother means obliterating one’s self” (22). 
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Matheson relates the eyes of the children to their individuality, or I’s. The 
Other Mother’s goal is to consume her victims, and while the film expresses 
that as a physical devouring, it demonstrates that the ultimate, terrible fate 
caused by the malicious machinations of the Other Mother is one where the 
victim’s identity is consumed to conform to her every whim. 
The film’s use of hands, mouths, and eyes demonstrates how, by 
violating her victims’ trust and autonomy, the Other Mother eliminates 
emotional expression and personal identity, the only two things that threaten 
her utter control. As Coraline maintains these parts of herself, she has the 
strength to defeat the Beldam by, ironically, removing her button eyes and 
crushing her manipulative hand. Coraline’s actions declare that she will no 
longer be manipulated, and as a result, she returns strengthened in both her 
emotion and identity. However, the film shows in clear visuals that, had the 
Other Mother succeeded, her emotional manipulation would have had a 
devastating effect on those aspects of Coraline’s psyche. Emotional abuse can 
often be dismissed due to the lack of physical wounds indicative of the 
trauma experienced. While it may be invisible, Selick brings the seriousness of 
this form of abuse into the spotlight by providing the physicality so conducive 
to understanding it. With this blatant affront to the old proverb: “sticks and 
stones may break my bones, but words can never hurt me,” Selick promotes 
the importance of understanding the effect of the lesser-known forms of 
abuse, hopefully leading to a future where those who are victims of their own 
Other Mothers will not be ignored in their cries for help. Without this 
understanding, it is hard to tell who secretly has buttons for eyes. 
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The Temperature of Time 
Ariana E. Ortmann 
Physicists measure time by the existence of heat. It is statistically more probable that a 
quickly moving atom of the hot substance collides with a cold one and leaves it a little of its 
energy, rather than vice versa. 
It was December 23.  It had been December 23 for the past 4.81 
days.   Ah, the coldest day of the year…thus far. The future seemed bleak, as 
it would probably only grow colder, and stiffer, and slower.  Spring seemed so 
far away, I genuinely could not imagine leaving my New York estate without a 
fur coat, thermal underwear, and three pairs of wool socks under my dad’s 
old leather boots.  The days had dragged on and on—it felt as if time herself 
was slowing down.  That was ironic because the shortest day of the year takes 
place in December.  Nature has a sick sense of humor, I thought as I pulled on a 
hat and set outside.  My bones stiffened as I tried to move.  In my misery, I 
contemplated two ideas.  The first was that I could try to stay bundled and 
walk down the street with an artificial sense of warmth.  The second was to 
shed a layer or two of fabric weight and start running to my destination.  I 
choose the latter.  At the very least, I would arrive several minutes earlier and 
could defrost my skin by a fire.  At best, I might warm up thanks to physical 
movement. 
I could feel the blood in my veins start to heat up as my legs moved at 
an accelerated rate and my arms shifted from side to side.  The faster I 
moved, the hotter I became.  I forgot where I was going, but it didn’t matter 
because I only wanted to stay warm.  If I stilled, I would probably grow cold 
again.  Then, I rationalized, I would have to start running again.  It is 
common sense to know that starting to run is the worst part about it.  Not 
only is your body stiff and uncomfortable, but you have probably thought 
about how awful your memory of running is and deter yourself from the 
desire to start.  So, like Forrest Gump, I kept going.  I ran faster and faster, 
until I noticed that I had reached my destination.  Spring! 
I must have run so fast that time sped up with me.  Once I halted my 
sprint, time flowed at a moderate pace, much as it does in the autumn season.  
I strolled back to the Upper East side and dressed into something much more 
comfortable.  Making sure not to hasten, as I did not want to speed through 
the awakening of April.  Everything around me was closely monitored to 
ensure its moderate tempo.  While this season was a delight after literally 
being stuck in December 23, I would dread it if the clocks stood still again.  I 
could see the effect that a frozen-in-time winter had on the planet and its 
inhabitants, and I knew that an eternal spring would probably wreak havoc on 
the environment as well.  Enjoying the moment that I was in helped to 




front window.  People still ran, but they were usually of a certain 
demographic.  Students and school children who could not wait for the last 
bell of the semester to ring or their final exam to cease sprinted into Summer.  
I decided to let that season come to me instead. 
            The thing about summer is that it is a very desirable season–that is, 
desirable for those who work or study.  However, in my hemisphere, summer 
is hot, and it moves as such.  Everyone scrambling to do the things that they 
normally would not have time to do during the busy seasons only worsened 
this time warp effect.  Before you know it, you are itching to get out of your 
skin, you’ve become so sweaty.  But before you have even noticed that 
discomfort, the period is over.  Quite literally, the days blended together.  
Although far less people are running in the summer (besides CEOs and 
Presidents and anyone else benefiting from the labors of others), they move 
just as quickly trying to enjoy their little time off.  If they plainly existed, they 
would have had much more time. Oh, hello Autumn! 
            Autumn greeted me with a warm hug and a cool whisper of hello.  
She set to work to ready nature for hibernation.  I reset my household to a 
moderate pace once again.  The music held steady, the pendulum clock swung 
even, and I settled to routine.  The rest of the world followed suit.  After all, 
they were exhausted from summer.  It was a probable truth, as well, that they 
were tired of their ever-fleeting freedom anyways.  It is taxing on a person to 
do so much.  Thankfully for them, autumn allows an even cooling to revive 
their bodies from a limp state into a structured being once more.  It is almost 
teasing that we are revived to such solidification, and are grateful for it, before 
becoming a practical statue in the never-ending months of winter.  The 
decline of temperature began, and the increase of time kicked in once more.  I 
sighed.  I hate running.  It is currently November 14, and in 5 months’ time, it 
















The Best in Every Way: A Clinical Diagnosis of Walter White 
Emma D. Bergquist  
In a world where most people prioritize their self-interest over that of others, 
it is easy today to find people living in a narcissistic state more often than they 
do not. While the term narcissism may be used to describe a wide range of 
intensities of this trait, clinical narcissism has a more rigid definition. To fit 
into this category, one must meet a specific set of standards. These standards 
are comprised of nine points, of which if an individual encompasses at least 
five of these traits, they can be clinically diagnosed with a narcissistic 
personality disorder. Walter White, created by Vince Gilligan for the show 
Breaking Bad, is one such individual. His daily interactions with others and his 
view of himself exemplify all of the traits linked to narcissistic personality 
disorder. Walt has devolved since the beginning of the series into someone 
who has no regard for anything other than his self-interest. By examining the 
social and internal interactions of the character Walter White, it is clear that 
he could be clinically diagnosed with a narcissistic personality disorder.  
The clinical definition of narcissistic personality disorder is outlined in 
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition (DSM-5) as in 
individual exemplifying the following traits: 1. Has a grandiose sense of self-
importance 2. Is preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success, power, 
brilliance, beauty, or ideal love. 3. Believes that he or she is “special” and 
unique and can only be understood by, or should associate with, other special 
or high-status people (or institutions). 4. Requires excessive admiration. 5. 
Has a sense of entitlement 6. Is interpersonally exploitative 7. Lacks empathy: 
is unwilling to recognize or identify with the feelings and needs of others. 8. 
Is often envious of others or believes that others are envious of him or her. 9. 
Shows arrogant, haughty behaviors or attitudes. (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2013) [1].  
Walter White, in alliance with his over-achieving mentality, 
encompasses all nine of these attributes. Throughout the series, it is apparent 
that Walt dives deeper into his ego as he grows more accustomed to the 
world of meth cooking. Specifically, the final season of Breaking Bad highlights 
many situations in which it is apparent that Walt is no longer looking out for 
his family or his partners. He is only using them as a way to further his agenda 
that is centered around what is best for himself.  
   Having a large sense of self-importance is evident in the way that Walt 
conducts himself. When Walt meets a new person in the meth world, he 
automatically assumes that this man knows who he is. When talking to these 
men, Walt claims, “You all know exactly who I am” (5.7, 5:20) before 
commanding them to “say [his] name” (5.7, 5:26). These two statements 
portray a man who sees himself as superior to others and famous among 
other people in his profession. He assumes that he is well-known and 
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respected by those that he has not even met yet. Walt views himself as 
someone more important than those around him, as clearly evidenced in the 
way that he assumed he was known, even when he, himself, did not directly 
know the men that he was talking to.  From this, it is seen that Walt fulfills 
the first characteristic of a grandiose sense of self-importance from DSM-5.  
Walt also indulges in a fantasy of unlimited success regarding his meth 
business. Jesse attempts to convince Walt that they should take a five-million-
dollar buyout and leave the meth business. Even though this is a large sum of 
money, more than Walt needs, he refuses to walk away from their illegal 
activity. In this same conversation with Jesse, Walt says, “Jesse, you asked me 
if I was in the meth business or the money business. Neither. I’m in the 
empire business” (5.6, 31:38). Walt refuses to give up the power he has 
because he wants more. He lives behind the idea that he can be the most 
powerful man in the meth business. The main factor that drives the majority 
of Walt’s decisions is his need to be the best. Walt is constantly trying to be 
better than everyone around him and he firmly believes that he can, and will, 
be the most successful player in the meth business, creating an empire. This is 
a clear indication that Walt encompasses the second characteristic of being 
preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success and power as outlined in 
DSM-5.  
Along those same lines, Walt believes that because he is such a special 
component in their operation, he must only associate with those that are on 
his same level: the best. When talking to a distributor that worked for Gus in 
the past, Walt claims that “1,000 gallons of methylamine is worth more in my 
hands than it is in yours or anyone else’s, for that matter” (5.7, 1:40). Walt is 
asserting his unique characteristic of cooking meth, something that he is 
confident that he does better than anyone else. He uses the scientific facts 
that his product is purer than any of his competitors. With a background in 
science, it is clear that Walt these facts as a basis for his claims of importance. 
While most scientists are humble about their accomplishments, Walt makes 
sure that the people he is talking to know that they cannot outdo him in this 
area. He does, however, make an offer to the group of men saying, “if you 
agree to give up your cook and sell my product instead, I will give you thirty-
five percent of the take” (5.7, 1:50). Walt wants to use this group of men in 
his operation because they are the same group that was previously associated 
with Gus. He does not care that they have a cook already, because he feels he 
is the best possible option for them. In essence, Walt now sees himself as the 
highest power in the game, with Gus dead, and is only willing to work with 
the people who previously worked for the original meth king. Beyond viewing 
himself as superior, Walt refuses to associate with anyone that he deems 
inferior. In this way, Walt fulfills the third trait defined in DSM-5 of believing 




           Walt also shows his need for a large amount of admiration when it is 
his birthday, and he expects his wife to throw him a big surprise party. 
Originally, Walt had claimed that he entered the meth business solely for his 
family. He did not need anyone else except for them. Therefore, when leaving 
the lab on his birthday he said to Jesse, “I probably have a birthday party 
waiting for me” (5.4, 17:45) only to arrive at a house with only his family, 
Walt should not have been disappointed. However, there was clear shock and 
dismay on his face at the unfilled house. He had expected a large number of 
people, even though he does not have many close friends outside his family 
and the people he works with. Walt felt as though he needed to be celebrated, 
even though he does not take the time to celebrate others. This directly points 
to an inherent need for Walt to be admired by all of those around him. When 
this admiration does not come, he becomes upset and confused by the 
situation. Walt is distinctly shown to encompass the fourth characteristic in 
DSM-5 of requiring excessive admiration.  
           A defining factor of narcissistic personality disorder is that the 
individuals have a sense of entitlement in which they assume that others will 
automatically comply with what they want to do. This trait is present in Walt 
when he decides that his opinion is best when talking to Saul, Mike, and Jesse. 
They are discussing whether to use the extermination company for their meth 
lab, an idea that Walt came up with, and Mike asks if they should vote on it. 
Walt says, “Why?” (5.3, 13:20), signifying that he does not necessarily care 
what anyone else in the group thinks of his idea. He assumes that because the 
idea was his, it is the best course of action, and the others should do as he 
says. This shows a large sense of entitlement in that, to Walt, nobody else 
should be able to argue against what he says. This is indicative of the fifth 
attribute outlined in DSM-5 of having a sense of entitlement.  
           An obvious trait in line with this diagnosis that Walt possesses is being 
manipulative of those close to him. Throughout the duration of the series, 
Walt manipulates Jesse into continuing to work in the meth business, even 
though he tries to leave and become a better functioning member of society. 
The most blatant example of this is when Jesse is upset over the fact that a 
child died because of them, and he does not want to continue in this business. 
Walt makes a long-winded speech, saying he is just as upset about the boy 
dying as Jesse is, but they have to go on (5.6, 18:00). However, it is known 
that Walt has no problems using children to his advantage because he 
poisoned Brock to get to Jesse. This speech was made, not to make Jesse feel 
better, but to get him to continue to cook, even though the entirety of the 
operation goes against his morals. Walt has had no issue continuing to keep 
Jesse in the meth business for the duration of the series, even though Jesse 
has tried to leave this life behind him many times. This is exploiting Jesse’s 
devotion to Walt in a way that solely benefits Walt. The sixth element on the 
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DSM-5 diagnosis is seen here in that Walt is personally exploitive of those 
around him.  
Walt is a man that lacks the emotional maturity to be empathetic to 
those around him. By season five in the show, Jesse is the closest thing to a 
friend that he has left, yet Walt still refuses to care about his life. When 
walking away with their share of the money Walt asks Jesse, “How are you 
feeling?” (5.3, 44:20). Jesse then responds that he had broken up with his 
girlfriend and was not doing well with the situation because he has to keep 
what he does for work a secret from those he loves. In the midst of Jesse 
sharing his struggles, Walt cuts him off and says, “I meant… how are you 
feeling about the money?” (5.3, 44:50). Walt does not have the emotional 
capability to empathize with Jesse’s situation, a situation that is largely Walt’s 
fault, to begin with. The only thing Walt is able to feel something for is 
money, not other humans. He is solely fixated on the money that they are 
making and does not express interest in Jesse’s life at all. This is characteristic 
of the seventh attribute of this diagnosis in DSM-5 because Walt lacks 
empathy and cannot understand the emotional needs of others.  
Walt is also envious of people from his past that he feels did him 
wrong. Previously, he co-founded a company called Gray Matter that became 
very successful, but only after he sold his shares of the company for much 
less than it is worth now. Walt is bitter over this fact and resents those that 
are still involved in the company. When talking to Jesse, he says that the 
company is worth, “2.16 billion [dollars] as of last Friday. I look it up every 
week” (5.6, 31:05). Walt’s tone when speaks of the company is indicative of 
resentment. Each week he continues to look up the value of a company he 
left before Walt Jr. was born sixteen years ago because he is jealous of the 
success that his old partners are having without him. Walt continues to be 
greedy in his meth business as a way to cope with the envy that he feels of the 
first business that he was a part of creating. This envy points to the narcissism 
inherently inside of Walt that does not allow him to celebrate the successes of 
others but to resent them for it, the eighth characteristic outlined in DSM-5.  
The final point of narcissism seen in Walt is his arrogance. This trait is 
most clearly shown when Mike is pointing a gun at Walt’s head, ready to kill 
him. Walt shows no fear at this moment but instead stares at Mike, confident 
that the plan he has formulated will get him out of this situation (5.6, 46:30). 
There is no horror on Walt’s face, there is only arrogance. He sees himself as 
indestructible. Walt has full confidence that nobody would ever dare to kill 
him, because he thinks that people are afraid of him. Though he has been 
threatened with death many times, Walt continues to escape it and thus feels 
as though he can survive anything. This arrogance is the ninth and final 





           While it is only necessary to encompass five of the nine traits on the 
list from DSM-5 to be classified as having a narcissistic personality disorder, 
Walter White possesses all nine. It is obvious from this assessment that if 
Walt were to be examined by a professional psychologist, he would be 
characterized as having this disorder. With a typical onset in adulthood in line 
with Walt’s timeline, his disorder may have been catalyzed by his meth 
business. His symptoms got increasingly worse as the series progressed 
showing that now, he would need treatment for this clinical diagnosis if he 
hopes to return to any form of a normal life.  
            It is no coincidence that Walt encompasses all nine characteristics of 
having a narcissistic personality disorder, as outlined in DSM-5. This shows 
that the more wealth he obtains, the further into narcissistic personality 
disorder he falls. The sum of these traits is shown in the final seasons of 
Breaking Bad when Walt is enjoying the peak of his wealth. The recognition of 
Walt’s spiral into this diagnosis is vital in understanding those in our society 
that encompass a large percentage of the world’s economic resources. Vince 
Gilligan uses Walt to criticize those who focus solely on themselves after 
amassing a large sum of wealth. Many millionaires and billionaires in the 
world continue to seek out more money at all costs rather than thinking of 
those who have not been as fortunate. Gilligan uses the development of 
Walt’s narcissistic personality disorder as he gains more money as an allegory 
for those in society who are wealthy yet continue to be selfish.  
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Response to “The Assassination of John Lennon as Depicted by the 
Madame Tussaud Wax Museum, Niagara Falls, Ontario, 1987” 
Sydney Wells 
In my eighth-grade Spanish class, the teacher put on the movie Selena to share 
her story with the class. Once the movie finished and we had learned of 
Selena’s murderer, Yolanda, there was a communal sense of hatred and a 
desire for her to rot in prison. The difference in the two pieces of art comes 
from how the people within it are framed. In the film about Selena, her real-
life family had input on how the story was told and consequently the 
performances throughout the movie were a contrast to how the wax museum 
figures are being described. The film does a really nice job of placing the 
victims in the situation above Yolanda by including her greed-driven 
motivation for killing Selena and delivering that sense of justice at the end 
when they show her in prison. 
In the poem by David Wojahn, “The Assassination of John Lennon 
as Depicted by the Madame Tussaud Wax Museum, Niagara Falls, Ontario, 
1987,” he presents a piece which on the surface shares a graphic description 
of the John Lennon wax statue that depicts his 1980 assassination, as well as 
the statues of both his killer and his wife at the event. Looking deeper into 
the poem, there is a definite critique on how the art is used to recreate this 
tragedy. The poem transforms into a reflection of how “we”, as a society, are 
often dehumanizing towards celebrities and desensitized to our treatment of 
them, even in death.  
Wojahn is also very deliberate in his word selection, as he emphasizes 
the artificiality of the entire exhibit throughout the poem. From the first 
stanza, he separates the reality of the event from the wax statue depiction by 
describing the statue’s materials as, “Smuggled human hair from Mexico/Falls 
radiant around the waxy O.” By doing this, he immediately distinguishes that 
despite the detail put into the representation of the event, that does not mean 
that it is authentic. Throughout the poem, he reinforces this idea that nothing 
in the display is real by using words such as “mimic” and “fake”, and using 
material words such as, “latex” and “plastic”, to remind the audience that just 
because something is lifelike does not mean that it is/was real life. Similar to 
this situation, is how our society views the various media that we consume. 
When we watch movies or read books, we temporarily suspend our reality in 
exchange for the one being portrayed, and for a few hours that is what we 
exist within. In many instances, it becomes difficult to distinguish between the 
characters and the people that portray them. This ties into the motivation 
behind John David Chapman’s motive behind killing Lennon, as he was seen 
with and justified his killing with Salinger’s novel Catcher in the Rye. This 
inability to see the world without the lens of the media that surrounds us 
leads to delusions and a loss of connection as people form closer 
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relationships to fictional characters than the real people that surround them 
daily.  
In the second stanza, Wojahn compares the figure of Yoko Ono and 
the girl who was photographed grieving her dead boyfriend in a picture taken 
from the Kent State massacre. Wojahn describes the photo as the one, 
“Where the girl can’t shriek her boyfriend alive, her arms/ Windmilling Ohio 
sky.” This seems like a comment on the way that these tragedies are often 
portrayed by the media and the victims are exploited in order to make a good 
story. The other possible criticism being that it is a comment on the idea that 
the fame that John achieved in his life is followed by the price tag of an 
endless exploitation. This exploitation extends onto the people who were 
connected to John and leaves them under constant scrutiny from the public. 
Yoko is no longer seen as a grieving widow as much as she is seen as the 
statue that was there when John died, and that image is all that is 
remembered, like that of the girl at Kent State. This dehumanization of 
victims from events like these are troubling considering the amount of trauma 
that probably resulted from the incidents. It also seems like it would prevent 
someone, like Yoko, to move on from the ordeal thanks to exhibits like this, 
that immortalize the event.  
The next stanza details Lennon’s statue that lays on the ground 
surrounded by fake blood. The detail that the artists put into the statue to 
make it as accurate as it could be to John’s last moments is quite bizarre when 
put into words. Wojahn mentions that the statue’s chest rises to “mimic 
death-throes,” and that “We push a button/To renew the scream. /The chest 
starts up again.” It is a depraved use of art to not just recreate the event, but 
to make it where at the push of a button the entire scenario can be replayed, 
allowing for people to watch a vivid reenactment of his final agonizing 
moments as many times as they would like. Even the detail of breaking his 
glasses before placing them onto the sidewalk setting seems almost 
unnecessary. The accuracy of the more miniscule details makes it all the more 
morbid as a whole. It is also mentioned that Imagine plays behind the scene, a 
song about unity and peace. This detail is seemingly paradoxical to the scene 
that the artists have created as it is a permanent piece to remember and glorify 
the violence that was committed against Lennon.  
I think that the paragraph on Wojahn’s word choice is incredibly 
applicable when talking about his description of the Lennon statue. In terms 
of how the figure is described he makes the decision to dissect every element 
of the exhibit, from the glasses being “broken on the plastic sidewalk” to 
calling the piece in his chest “a pump” (rather than a heart) it is apparent that 
he is making this distinction between reality and fantasy. This barrier is 
difficult to understand, because most people will not recognize the wax figure 
depiction as being the actual body of John Lennon. The barrier is the 
comprehension that this depiction has many creative liberties that have been 
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taken in order to create a visually compelling piece and that it is not an exact 
portrayal of the scene. The decision to even recreate the scene of his death 
makes it seem that this commemoration is more of a tribute to Lennon’s 
death rather than Lennon’s legacy.  
Following the description of Lennon’s wax figure, the attention is 
shifted onto his executioner who is said to have a permanent scowl. 
Chapman’s stance is described as having, “...his arms outstretched, /His pistol 
barrel spiraling fake smoke.” In terms of the positioning of the statues, 
Chapman stands above Lennon who is down on the bloodied floor. 
Chapman is also basked in a red light from an emergency vehicle, hence 
signifying his final few moments of freedom. This kind of art, both 
symbolically and in reality, keeps Chapman above Lennon. In terms of the 
notoriety received to both men, it seemingly perpetuates the idea that part of 
the reason why Lennon continues to be a well-known artist is because of his 
brutal slaying. Lennon’s legacy is not being preserved as a musician, but 
instead is being belittled and placing his murder above all of his other 
accomplishments. The notion of commemorating one’s killer into a piece of 
art and doing so in a way that the event becomes an attraction for the masses 
to visit and enjoy. The general rule-of-thumb, in my opinion, is that people 
who kill people do not get wax sculptures. Ultimately, it comes back to: do 
not paint killers in a way that immortalizes them and places them in a 
perpetual state of power over their victims. 
Contrasting this to Yolanda’s portrayal in Selena, there is a definite 
imbalance between the portrayal of the victims in the wax figures compared 
to that of the criminal. Placing a figure of the murderer committing the crime, 
his final minutes of freedom, compared to placing the victim bleeding out on 
the floor, his final moments of life comes across as a disrespectful 
representation of the event. It is a gross depiction of a murder and seems to 
revere Chapman for his accomplishment of committing the murder.  
When looking at interviews with Wojahn this reflection seems to be 
his intention. In one interview, Wojahn mentions that the poets that he read 
“taught [him] how important it is for a poem to try to navigate between the 
micro and the macro, the private life of the individual and a public reckoning 
with history and politics.” This comes across throughout the poem as he 
takes a widely known event involving a celebrity’s death and makes us, as the 
audience, question how our society regards those we endow with fame.  
Wojahn creates a sense of urgency throughout the poem by 
emphasizing the grotesque nature of the display and by ending the poem with 
the acknowledgment of the button that restarts the mechanics. The final 
stanza states that “We push a button/To renew the scream. /The chest starts 
up again.” This finale to the poem creates a sense of dread that leaves the 
reader questioning “how long will this go on?” An almost purgatory-like 
existence for the lifeless statues to endure, but also for the victims who did 
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not die that day. Lennon’s family and friends are continuously put into a 
spotlight where they are unable to escape his murder, a cycle that seems 
never-ending, when the button is pushed, they must reminisce on John’s life 
and their time spent with him. In an interview, Wojahn says that "[t]aking that 
emotional urgency and finding a way to link it to larger issues of politics and 
culture and history is also important.”  This poem puts our celebrity culture 
under a microscope and examines how our behavior can impact the lives of 
those we look up to, even after they pass on. At what point does the line get 
crossed between a celebrity’s private life and their life as seen through what 
they share with the public? Do fans have the right to gain more insight on the 
lives of whatever celebrity they support as a payment for their devotion? Is 
death the point where people should release their claims on the private life of 
a celebrity or is the everlasting gaze of the public the burden that celebrities 
endure for their fame?  
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Of What Lies Beyond 
Benjamans Abermanis 
Big bang cosmology is probably as widely believed as has been any theory of the universe in 
the history of Western civilization. It rests, however, on many untested, and in some cases 
untestable, assumptions. Indeed, big bang cosmology has become a bandwagon of thought 
that reflects faith as much as objective truth. (G. Burbidge, “Why only one big bang?” 
Scientific American 266:2, 1992, p. 96.) 
The void is so complex yet simple in its structure. Yet, it almost 
contradicts itself, being everywhere yet not being a concrete object or 
substance that can’t be numerically labeled. How can something be something 
yet lack thereof of that something? This mysterious void makes up everything 
that I know of and is where I live, in a constant state of continuity.  
Silence is the only presence among the vast and open landscape that I 
call the void. Silence engulfs everything and fills my ears with itself as it is the 
only thing that is there. That is because there is nothing to break this silence, 
so this silence lingers on untrained by any sounds.  
Intense black and darkness expands across the landscape and details 
every part of the void down to the smallest and most minute details you could 
comprehend. Is it really black though? Wouldn’t that imply that there is 
something there? A better way to describe this masterpiece is to imagine not 
having sight at all, as there is nothing to view except the construct of the 
color black that our brains produce, creating an illusion that we see things 
when there is really nothing there.  
The feeling of being the only real and physical thing in existence is 
dumbfounding. The special privilege of being the only thing, both sentient or 
not, is an enjoyable thought because I am both relaxed and content with my 
life and I don’t think anyone else can understand how to enjoy such 
emptiness. To be suspended in this void is both concerning in a way of not 
knowing how and comforting that I find very wholesome. It’s almost like 
snuggling up to a fire during a long and cold winters night. At this point, am 
filled with content and comfort as life as it is now in this comfortable state of 
continuity and a constant state of being, without change.  
On a particular moment in time and space, I continued to lay 
suspended in my home when an ominous and immaculate white ball 
appeared, suspended nearby. This anomaly made me frustrated as my void is 
no longer perfect and is now tainted, yet it aroused my curiosity. How can 
this ball of a color than never existed before suddenly exist? Why is it here? 
Why now?  
While drifting over to the anomaly, I began to realize the relative size 
and shape of it which formed a sphere that could easily fit in the palm of my 
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hand. This sphere glowed a brilliant white light, strong, yet not strong enough 
where I couldn’t stand gazing at it any longer. I realized that the object is 
simple and small, yet it still irritated me at the presence of it even existing. 
This innocent ball of white is an intruder in my paradise that I love so much 
for exactly what it is, so I reached out to grasp it. When I palmed it, I saw the 
light shine through my fingers seemingly to get brighter just slightly but barely 
noticeable. I slowly pulled it towards myself to inspect it closer, and to no 
surprise was exactly the same close up as it was from afar. Annoyed that this 
sphere still existed, I cocked back my arm with the sphere still in my hand and 
moved my entire body forward launching it for some distance.  
When the ball landed, it is no more than a spec in my vision, but it is 
better than it was before, so I become content once again and laid back to 
become suspended like I always have. Closing my eyes, I became more 
content and comfortable than ever before due to myself subconsciously 
taking for granted how well my paradise has treated me. But once again, my 
relaxation was interrupted by some source of light that was even brighter than 
the last. Now livid, I sprung up from my suspended position to be slammed 
to what can only be comprehended as thousands of atomic bombs hitting me 
all at once. The feeling of getting hit by this much force and heat is not 
pleasant to say the least. This sent me into an unconscious state of which I 
have no idea what happened to my body when the blast passed through me. 
Awakening from my involuntary state of sleep, I look in awe to a 
expanding sphere full of darkness that is somehow different to the black that 
I’m accustomed to. But this sphere is accompanied by nebulas full of light in 
mosaic patterns that panted across the sphere that I am now a part of. Filling 
these nebulas were basic elements that reacted with one another at micro 
levels. 
I am no longer alone! 
This realization startled me to the core, sending me shivers down my 
spine and showing myself emotions that I never knew existed before. The 
vastness of this sphere will never be as large of the void that I call my home 
is, yet somehow rivals the beauty of the void. How can anything be more 
beautiful that what was before? How can such an event of biblical 
proportions come from such a small sphere? The rush of thoughts fill my 
mind leaving me dumbfounded and gazing at the physical things all around 
me. I could feel the pull that everything had on myself from all over, like 
being placed into a funnel that I couldn’t escape. The discomforts of no 
longer being alone and in a place where things other than myself existed 
somehow converted into excitement and joy that I hadn’t before felt. 
I looked at my body to see if I really was in what I was seeing, due to 
my disbelief, when I noticed that I was actually growing. I was getting taller, I 
started growing hair across my body, and I began to get wrinkle marks. My 
body was changing rapidly. A consequence of this newfound beauty was that 
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a hidden construct was in the core of this gilded gift. Time had caught up to 
me, as it never done before. My body became to wrinkle more and more, and 
I began to become weak and slender as my skin becomes more pale. I soon 
become very tired, a feeling a once again never felt. And as I close my eyes, I 




I get out of my bright blue car with my mom and stare at the beautiful Hinkle 
Fieldhouse. She’s talking to me like I won’t see her for a year. My dad pulls up 
in his metallic black pick-up truck that’s carrying all of my dorm necessities. I 
cannot believe I am a college student. I am feeling so anxious that I am tuning 
out all of my mom’s words. I stand up tall in the parking lot and stretch my 
lengthy arms to the sky while taking a deep breath. I am so nervous to take 
this Covid test; all I want to do is get up to my dorm room and set up for the 
beginning of my freshman year of college. I think to myself all of the 
thoughts that could go wrong: What if I test positive? What if I get sent home 
and have to wait to come back? What if I don’t get to meet anyone for two 
more weeks? What if I get behind on my classes? Man, was I nervous. My 
amazing dad gets out of his truck and rests his hands on my shoulders. 
“Take a deep breath Grace, it will all work itself out,” he says reassuringly. 
“Yeah, easy for you to say dad,” I reply restlessly. 
I head out to the socially distanced line out of the fieldhouse doors 
and wait my turn anxiously by myself. I cannot believe this is my reality right 
now. I am taking a test to see if I have a virus that has changed the whole 
entire world, to be able to go to college. This should not be how I am getting 
dropped off for college. Everyone in front of me must be thinking the same 
thing as me and realize how crazy all of this really is. I wonder if some of 
these people are going to end up being my friends. I wait patiently and before 
I know it, it is my turn. The doctor is in one of the outfits that look like she is 
conducting a chemical experiment; it was honestly kind of terrifying. She has 
me sit down and tries to have a friendly conversation with me. I am trying to 
be calm, but in reality I am sweating so bad from the stress of it all. She 
shoves the long q-tip up my nose and my eyes water instantly, this is not fun. 
Even though it took five seconds, it felt like five minutes.  
“All finished. Next!” she shouts quickly. 
“Thank you!” I exit the room and head back to my parents in the parking lot. 
I walk back quickly and see them sitting in the truck patiently waiting. 
I open the back door swiftly and hop in. It is hot out today. After they asked 
me how it went, we waited patiently for an hour and a half. I am anxiously 
waiting for a phone call to tell me my results, I hope it comes back negative. 
An hour and a half later, there’s a loud ring. My parents both look at me, just 
as anxious as I am. I answer, and put the call on speakerphone.  
“Hi, is this Grace?” a lady asks in a tone I cannot detect is good or 
bad. 
“Yes, this is her,” I say. 
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“Well, I am happy to tell you that you’re negative. Welcome to 
Butler, Grace!” the lady states excitedly. 
My parents both look at me with excitement. I am officially attending 
Butler University. This is it. No more worrying about my test results. I feel so 
much relief throughout my body. Now, I need to set up my room and spend 
one last day with my parents before I am taking on the world on my own. I 
get a sense of sadness now, wishing this day would slow down. After the call, 
we get the keys to my dorm room and set up my yellow-themed room. I had 
an orientation meeting in a couple hours, so I knew I did not have too much 
longer with my parents. I am sitting on my new bed watching my dad build 
the shelf that will hold my snacks while my mom is helping sort my clothes. It 
is all starting to hit me now. I won’t ever fully live with my parents again. Of 
course I will be home for breaks, but I am not a little kid any more. My 
parents’ youngest child is now in college. I could tell it was hard for them 
today too.  
The time finally comes where I have to head down for my 
orientation meeting. My parents walk down with me to the lobby and I am 
trying to hide my tears. Once we get down there, I am struggling to look them 
in the eyes. I wish my siblings could be here too. I hug both of them and once 
I let go, I look at them and they are crying too. We part ways and they head 
off to the car. As I head to my meeting I look back at them, they are already 
looking back at me too. I sign language to them that I love them and turn 
around. I am officially a college student in the middle of a global pandemic.  
The day before my first day of classes is nerve wracking. Butler seems 
so big, even though I know it is a smaller college. It is also weird adjusting to 
all of the freedom I have gotten this past week. No one is telling me I need to 
clean or run errands. My amazing roommate Lauren and I are both sitting 
outside, eating Atherton Union’s very interesting food. We are planning to 
walk to each of our classes so we know where to go. She is laughing with me 
as we talk about how out of shape we are going to be when swimming starts. 
Not even two minutes before we are getting ready to head out to walk to our 
classes, we get an email saying all classes will be moved online for the next 
two weeks to control the virus. I can’t believe what I just read. This is what it 
is going to be like to go to school during a national crisis.  
I wake up two days later in the morning bright and early and get 
dressed up in my light blue jeans and a Butler t-shirt to sit in my bed for my 
first ever college class. My Monday classes all are cancelled because I think 
the professors were a little thrown off guard about classes being changed to 
online. My First-Year Seminar class is already all online and so it is my first 
ever college class. I am feeling pretty nervous even though it isn’t in person. I 
pull up Zoom on my computer and start to get butterflies in my stomach. I 
click join meeting and suddenly see a ton of unfamiliar faces. I am so excited 
about this class because it is all about exploring the self. I find this topic really 
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interesting because throughout the whole summer I felt like I had a lot of 
time to reflect, but I was not really sure what to make of my thoughts. One of 
the goals I wrote down in my journal for the class was that I wanted to touch 
on my creative side and wanted to dig deeper into myself. This class seems 
like it will help me discover what my thoughts really mean. My professor, Dr. 
Lynch pops up on the screen and I already know I am going to love it at this 
school. I can tell she really cares and is passionate about what she teaches, 
something I have never really experienced with previous teachers. I am 
excited to see what this semester has to offer. 
Two weeks have passed, meaning I will finally have in-person classes 
and start swimming. I am so ready to not be cooped in my dorm room. 
Lauren and I have made friends with the girls across the hall and a few other 
people in the same unit as us. We have done really well with what we can. 
Lauren and I have surprisingly gotten really close in the past couple weeks 
that we have been here. We are sitting on my bed eating Graeter’s ice cream 
from Plum Market talking about our families and friends from home. It 
seems as though we have been friends for a long time. Before I get ready for 
bed, I read some of the book we are reading for FYS class, The Boys of My 
Youth, by Jo Ann Beard. One quote that immediately sticks out to me when I 
flip through the beginning pages is: “Everything is perfect; all those things 
that I always think are so bad really aren’t bad at all,” (xiii). Even though I 
might be attending college in a non-normal way, I am still at Butler going to 
class tomorrow, I’m healthy, meeting new friends, and here shortly will start 
swimming. How more fortunate could I be? 
A couple weeks later, I am walking into the recreation center through 
the pool doors with my suitemates who are all also on the swim team with 
me. It is so weird for me that I am on a new team now after being on my old 
team for the past ten years of my life. These girls will end up being a 
significant part of my life over the next four years. I am feeling anxious again. 
Everyone is in masks and I feel separate from everyone as we are all in our 
own lanes and on opposite sides of each other. I am getting ready to hop in 
the cold pool as my coach walks over to ask how I am doing. 
“How have your first couple weeks at Butler been so far? We are so 
glad to have you here,” Mo says caringly. 
“I have really enjoyed it so far! Thanks for asking,” I speak shyly. 
“Well, I hope we can make your experience the best we can despite 
the circumstances. I know it has to be pretty hard on you guys,” his tone is 
very empathetic. 
“Thank you. I think it is good that at least all of the freshmen do not 
know any differently. We have made the most of what we can,” I say more 
confidently. 
“I am glad to hear it. Please know that everyone is here if you guys 
need anything at all. Let’s get to swimming!” he says excitedly. 
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I dive into the pool and it felt really good to be swimming again. I 
stare at the black line and before I know it, my first collegiate practice is over. 
The time is flying by here, I need it to slow down. 
My FYS professor assigns us to journal once a week with a tree we 
like in the beautiful Holcomb Gardens. She wants us to write down how we 
are feeling as everyone’s emotions are all over the place with the current state 
of the world. I am sitting on the soft grass next to a beautiful tall tree with 
light green leaves. The fall colors are slowly starting to poke out. It is the last 
warm day before it will start being cold all the time. The thought of it 
becoming cooler makes me sad, yet happy because hopefully this means a 
good change to this year, which we all know is needed. Sitting here, I am just 
so grateful to be here at school. It seriously is one of the best decisions I have 
ever made and I wouldn’t want to be anywhere else. I feel so at home and 
have met people who I know could make friends for a lifetime. I already feel 
like I have grown tremendously and am so excited to see what is to come. 
Despite the circumstances, I know it can only go up from here and the next 
four years are going to be the best. I am glad I talked to a tree today. 
Today, my class got to meet Jo Ann Beard on Zoom which is so 
awesome as we are finishing up her book. Hearing her be raw and vulnerable 
was so inspiring and I learned most of all that it is good to write and be 
honest with how you feel, no matter how descriptive. My story is mine and 
that is powerful. My memories are what make me who I am and I should 
embrace that. After reading her book, my idea of writing has opened up my 
mind so much more. I am grateful for that.  
Another couple weeks later, Lauren and I are sitting in my bed when 
we get an email saying that practice is cancelled for the rest of the week. I am 
very frustrated considering that I finally felt like I was getting back into shape 
again. This year is anything but normal but it is starting to take a toll on me. I 
get up from my bed and tell her I am going to visit my tree again.  
I sit down with a thump by my tree again and start to write. This past 
week has been very eventful, but every week seems to feel that way. I met 
Blue for the first time earlier on Monday, which was exciting to say the least. 
He is a lot softer than my bulldog, Walter, who has all sorts of skin 
conditions. I also made a new friend, Hannah, in my Earth Science class who 
is a marketing major just like me. At our labs on Wednesday nights, we are 
always the last people in there because we have no idea what we are doing. 
We laugh so hard every time and from there we hit it off. Beard taught me 
that relationships are part of what makes us who we are, which I never really 
thought of before. It made me appreciate meeting Hannah so much more 
because she has impacted my journey here at Butler.  
Another week has passed and it has been significantly colder out, 
which I don’t like. Swimming started up again which is exciting but stressful 
at the same time because school is ramping up as well. The girls on the swim 
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team have asked my suitemates and I to hang out a few times which has made 
us all closer. We mostly hang out outside that way it is safe for everyone. I 
can’t wait until we can hang out and do fun activities such as going out to 
concerts together. I miss doing stuff like that. For now, we just talk and get to 
know each other. I think times like this though will make us closer ultimately 
because we all are seeing things from a different perspective than we normally 
would. I finally feel like I am starting to get the hang of things though, which 
is nice.  
We started a new book called Black Boy by Richard Wright today in 
FYS. His writing is different from Beard’s in that he had a separate experience 
from her, which is what makes everyone’s writing so powerful. My words are 
strictly my own along with my experiences and no one can ever take that 
from me. This experience at college is something that is mine and I am 
finding my own way through it.  
A week later, I finish the book while sitting at my desk doing my 
homework before classes tomorrow. One particular quote Wright says stuck 
out to me after he is sharing his hunger for books and reading: “It was not a 
matter of believing or disbelieving what I read, but of feeling something new, 
of being affected by something that made the look of the world different,” 
(249). The books that my FYS class have been reading have allowed me to 
reach my goal of diving deeper and seeing life in a different view. Wright 
taught me through his experiences of racism growing up, that it is okay to 
figure life out along the way and I won’t have the answers to everything. Life 
is a journey and it isn’t always going to be easy, but it's my journey and I will 
continue to grow no matter what life or a pandemic might throw at me.  
I look at Lauren who is sitting on her bed and we talk about our 
feelings through college so far. We have about three weeks left before 
Thanksgiving break. We think it over for a second and say overall we are 
lucky to even be here with things getting worse again. Cases are ramping up 
on campus which is really scary. People we are friends with are in quarantine 
and have been exposed to Covid. The reality is hitting closer and closer to the 
people I care about.  
 I share with my roommate that I am at a place where I feel content, 
but not content at the same time. I wish the world wasn’t going through a 
global pandemic, but again I am happy to be able to get somewhat of a 
college experience. My emotions since March have been sort of hard to deal 
with. I am not really sure how to feel sometimes. For my in person classes, I 
am feeling so lucky to be in my room, but then I start to feel disappointed as 
I look up and see everyone distanced from me in masks. Lauren agrees with 
me and we just hug each other for a minute and start laughing about how 
crazy this year has been. At least we have each other.  
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I am headed out on a cold early morning to my last tree meeting. I 
basically have completed my first semester of college. I can’t believe how fast 
it went and how much I have learned despite being in a pandemic. I have had 
a lot of challenges thrown at me and I learned to roll with the punches. I am 
so proud of myself for staying strong.  
Going from high school to college, I have been so much happier. I 
am thankful to have met amazing professors and people who I know will 
continue to support me throughout my time here at Butler and throughout 
my life. I think if my tree could talk to me, it would say how proud of me it is 
and I have been doing what I can to make the most of this terrible situation. 
My tree would also say to let go of things I can’t control because it doesn’t do 
me any good. Overall, I have had a great time and met new people that have 
made this experience amazing so far.  
At swim practice the following day, I am feeling a bit rough in the 
water. I feel like the past couple of weeks, the energy of my teammates has 
been negative all around and I have been letting it get to me. My form feels 
off and every time I come back to the wall from swimming laps, my coach 
corrects me. I keep trying to fix my form, but I can’t get it right. To make my 
form better, he tells me I am only allowed to breathe to my right side, when I 
only ever usually breathe to my left. I am not excited about this as I am not 
used to breathing this way, but I do it for the rest of the practice. After 
practice is over, my coach says how impressed he is with me because he 
thought I would end up breathing to the other side. 
I say hesitantly, “I was afraid you were going to yell at me again if I 
didn’t.” 
He is a little taken back by that statement and says politely, “Grace, I 
don’t want you to think like that. I want you to want to do it for yourself.” 
I think about what he said for a second and realize he is right. I 
absolutely love what I do and need to remember why I am here in the first 
place. Even though everything is complicated in life right now, I need to 
make the most of the situation and stay focused on my goals. My coaches and 
professors are here to help and they are also going through a lot of stress 
right now. My attitude seems to shift right in that moment and I start to pick 
myself back up again.  
Not even a day later, I received another email while talking with 
Lauren that all student activities will be cancelled for the remainder of the 
semester in order to try and finish out in-person classes. Yet again, the 
pandemic caused another problem. Even though there is only two weeks left, 
I will be taking another break from swimming again. Trying to look at things 
on the positive side, I tell Lauren we still get to finish out in person and there 
are other ways we can stay in shape for swimming.  
Today is the day. I am packing up my things and heading back home. 
I finished where I started and just got out of my last FYS class. It is sad saying 
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goodbye, but I smile and realize it is only a see you later. I help Lauren take 
her items to the car as I end my online class. Before she leaves she gives me a 
big hug. I am sad to be leaving a little bit because we have gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time, but I am sure we will see each other over break. 
She gets in her white jeep and I watch her drive away. 
I head back up to my room and sit on my bed for a second. It looks a 
bit more empty, but it is nice because everyone is allowed to leave our stuff 
here for next semester, so I mostly just packed clothes to go home with. 
Thinking about all that I have learned this semester, I smile. The person I 
walked in as is not the same person I am leaving as, and it has only been one 
semester. I will be spending the next few years at Butler, so I am eager to see 
how much more I am going to grow. Despite being in a constant battle with 
Covid-19, I am the one who is going to win overall. No matter how many 
problems it might cause, I will not let it consume my energy. The books I 
have read in my FYS have taught me so much about self-reflection, and I 
have seen me work through something that no other person can say they 
have in the exact same way. I have met amazing people by simply living on 
the same floor as them, who have opened my eyes to the kind of people I 
want to surround myself with. I have studied and found some of my favorite 
spots on campus such as the Lacy School of Business and Hinkle Fieldhouse, 
growing a bigger passion for my major and sport. The relationships I have 
with my family have gotten closer than they were before as they have helped 
me so much through this first phase of being on my own. I have learned that 
we all will always be very close, but I am also learning that I am becoming 
more independent.     
I hop into my car and drive south back home. Looking out at Butler 
University in my rearview mirror, I reflect again on my time at college so far. 
Going to school during a global pandemic is something that I don’t think 
anyone can prepare for. Though people say this situation isn’t normal, I 
believe that there is something to learn from it. The readings from both Beard 
and Wright enlightened me to embrace my journey. The situations from this 
pandemic have not been ideal, but the memories I have created during it are 
powerful. I have something that I can share for years to come. What I am 
going through is something that can be seen in history books. The books 
along with my FYS class in general have allowed me to self-reflect and not be 
afraid to express my emotions out loud. Memories are influential and they are 
meant to be heard. Without them, the world is dull. I am thankful that Covid-
19 has brought out the strength in me.  
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At Rest or In Motion 
Faith Bloomstran 
At Rest or in Motion 
Something a normal person can understand with the coherent belief in visuals 
and the mind’s way of thinking.  
You sit in a train carriage, watching. Feeling the vibrations as the other train 
passes by, 
left wondering… 
What is moving in reality? When are we at rest? Are we moving? 
“The laws of nature perceived by an observer are independent of his state of 
motion.” Harmless, innocent, guiltless, this statement possesses. 
It is proven, shown… 
Two events are not absolute. They are relative. The observer of as seen state 
of motion. These events will respect each other.  
Time is changed, altered. Which I will not explain 
today…  
Light is not a state of motion. 
Light is a theory. 
 Light is physical.  
The bodies inertia is constantly 
growing with energy.  
“The energy of a body also determines its mass.” 
What would science become if we did not address another alternative? 
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The observer cannot truly tell if he is moving or resting; they are viewed as 
equal.  
“The extension of relative theory can be carried out.” 
The future will decide if generalized relativity theory conforms to reality. 
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